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ABSTRACT
Te2As3Se5 (TAS) fibers are often used in bio-sensing applications requiring direct
contact between the fiber and live cells. However, the toxicity and stability of
chalcogenide glasses typically used in such bio-sensing applications are not well known.
The stability and toxicity of TAS glass fibers were therefore examined. The surface of
TAS fibers stored for up to three years in air were analyzed using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), and
atomic force microscopy (AFM). It is shown that an oxide layer develops on the surface
of TAS fibers stored in air. This oxide layer is highly soluble in water and therefore
easily removed. Additional studies using cyclic voltammetry show that the fresh TAS
glass surface is insoluble in water for at least a few days, and attenuation measurements
show that oxidation does not affect the transmission properties of the glass fibers. It was
also determined that old, oxidized fibers pose a toxic threat to cells, while washed and
new fibers show no toxic effect. Therefore, it is concluded that a soluble oxide layer
forms on the surface of TAS fibers stored in air and that this layer has a toxic effect on
cells in an aqueous environment. However, through etching, the oxide layer and the
toxicity can be easily removed.
In other applications of telluride glasses, such as the search for possible signs of
life on exoplanets, a glass transmitting further into the IR is required in order to detect
molecules, such as CO2. A new family of Tellurium based glasses from the Ge-Te-I
ternary system has therefore been investigated for use in space and bio-sensing
applications. A systematic series of compositions has been synthesized in order to
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explore the ternary phase diagram in an attempt to optimize the glass composition for the
fiber drawing and molding process. The resulting glass transition temperature range lies
between 139°C and 174°C, with ∆ T values between 64°C and 124°C. The most stable
glass composition was found to be Ge20Te73I7. The Ge-Te-I glasses were found to have
an effective transmission window between 2-20 microns, encompassing the region of
interest for the identification of biologically relevant species such as carbon dioxide.
Furthermore, the successful fibering and molding of the composition Ge20Te73I7 are
shown. Lastly, an investigation into glass conductivity was completed resulting in a
maximum conductivity value on the order of 10-4 Ohm-1 cm-1 for the composition
Ge20Te73I7.
In an attempt to take advantage of the high conductivity of telluride glasses, a new
approach to virus detection in an aqueous environment has been developed using the
electrophoretic deposition of protein and viruses on the charged glass surface for in situ
infrared characterization and identification. A proof of concept experiment has been
completed using a germanium ATR plate and an indium tin oxide (ITO) plate as the
experimental electrodes. Charged proteins and viruses were driven to the surface of the
oppositely charged germanium ATR crystal, once a potential was applied to the system.
FTIR/ATR spectroscopy was used before and throughout electro-deposition to enable the
in situ observation of the deposition with time. This technique resulted in the successful
deposition and removal of the protein Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA), and deposition of
the virus MS2, a bacteriophage that infects only bacteria, with an applied voltage of only
1.1V. Furthermore, based on analysis of the ATR spectra, distinct spectral features were
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identified for the protein and virus showing the potential for identification and
characterization of biological molecules in an aqueous environment. A Ge20Te73I7 ATR
plate was synthesized but unsuccessfully applied as an electrode in these experiments,
likely due to an inconsistent conductivity along the plate. A glass from the Ge-As-Te
system with a lower but more consistent conductivity was thereafter synthesized and
successfully used as an electrode and sensing element in the electro-deposition
experiment.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
There is currently a great deal of interest in the use of chalcogenide glasses as
sensors (Jha & Sharma, 2009), (Michel, et al., 2003), (Hocde S. , Boussard-Pledel,
Fonteneau, & Lucas, 2001), (Lucas P. , Riley, Boussard-Pledel, & Bureau, 2006), (Le
Coq, et al., 2002). Chalcogenide glasses are based on the chalcogen elements sulfur,
selenium and tellurium, but not oxygen, with the addition of other elements such as
germanium, arsenic and antimony, to form stable glasses. Chalcogenide glasses exhibit
low optical losses, a broad transparency range in the mid-infrared, a strong resistance
towards crystallization, and a favorable viscosity temperature dependence that allows for
fiber drawing and also glass molding. While silica glasses have an infrared cut-off
located around 2-3µm, chalcogenide glasses transmit into the infrared from 2-18µm
(Hocde S. , Boussard-Pledel, Fonteneau, & Lucas, 2001). This broad transparency range
is of particular importance as it corresponds to the region of strong fundamental
vibrational modes of organic and biologically relevant molecules between 2 and 16
microns; a characteristic not held by traditional oxide glasses. Therefore, the favorable
rheological properties and broad transparency range make chalcogenide glasses very
attractive for use as biological sensors.
An important aspect of chalcogenide glass fibers for use in biological sensing
applications is their ability to transmit in the infrared. In order to transmit in the infrared,
a glass must be a low phonon material. The phonon energy is dependent upon the bond
strengths and molecular weights of the glass constituents. As a result, low phonon energy
is obtained with heavy constituent atoms, such as halogens or chalcogens. However,
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when choosing a glass composition, in addition to the potential optical window size,
resistance to devitrification must also be considered. A drawback to low phonon glasses
is that with an increase in the IR transmission window often comes a decrease in thermal
and mechanical properties. A compromise must thus be made in order to obtain the most
practical glass composition. As an example, glasses of the Te/I system have a
transmission window that extends into the 20µm region (Le Coq, et al., 2002). However,
glasses rich in tellurium are often not stable to devitrification. With smaller amounts of
tellurium stabilized by selenium and arsenic, the chalcogenide glass composition
Te2As3Se5 shows a good compromise of these parameters and is thus commonly used due
to its large optical window covering the 2-18µm spectral region, resistance to
devitrification during the fiber drawing process, and its ability to maintain good thermomechanical properties. Such As-containing chalcogenide glasses are the most commonly
used and the only compositions commercially available as fibers, despite the well known
toxic effects of arsenic. Therefore, the potential toxicity and stability of the Te2As3Se5
glass fibers is of concern and interest with regards to biological sensing applications.
Furthermore, despite the broad transmission window already observed for
chalcogenide glasses, a composition with a window extending even further into the
infrared, coupled with excellent rheological properties permitting fibering and molding is
required for some sensing applications. For example, a glass fiber that can detect the CO2
absorption at 15 microns is required for novel space sensing applications in the search for
signs of life on exoplanets (Darwin Overview, 2006), (Des Marais, et al., 2002).
Although TAS glass is prominently used in biological sensing due to its excellent
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properties and large transmission window, in fiber form the TAS glass transmission
window cuts off at 13 microns. Therefore, other tellurium based chalcogenide glasses
have been investigated for use in sensing and space exploration applications.
Finally, another unique property of telluride glasses is their unusually high
electrical conductivity in comparison to standard glassy materials. This characteristic
offers the potential use of this glass as both an electrode and IR optical element. An
electric field could then be used to promote electrophoretic migration of target molecules
to the charged sensor surface, thereby improving detection capabilities. Telluride glasses
have the potential to combine both of these properties effectively. Hence, there is a strong
interest in investigating new compositions of conducting telluride glass which could lead
to the development of a new generation of electrophoretic optical sensors.
In summary, the three goals of the current study were: (i) to determine the
potential toxicity of the commonly used Te2As3Se5 (TAS) glass to bio-molecules, (ii) to
search for a novel tellurium based glass with an even broader infrared transparency range
for use in biological and space applications, and (iii) to investigate a new approach to
virus detection in an aqueous environment using the electrophoretic deposition of
biological molecules on a charged surface for in situ characterization and identification.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND ON CHALCOGENIDE GLASSES
2.1 Introduction
Chalcogenide glasses are based on the group VI chalcogen elements sulfur,
selenium and tellurium, but not oxygen. Sulfur and selenium alone are good glass
formers (Zarzycki, 1991) whereas tellurium is not (Popescu M. A., 2000). Therefore, the
chalcogen elements are often combined with nearby elements on the periodic table such
as germanium, arsenic, and antimony to form more stable glass compositions. An
example of a stable chalcogenide glass, Te2As3Se5, is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: An example of chalcogenide glass: Te2As3Se5 bulk glass and fiber (image
obtained from Prof. J. Lucas at the University of Rennes I).
Schulz-Sellack published the earliest experimental data on oxygen-free glasses in
1870 (Schulz-Sellack, 1870). Thereafter, in the beginning of the 20th century, research on
the optical properties of vitreous selenium began with Wood in 1902 (Wood, 1902) and
Meier in 1910 (Popescu M. A., 2000). In the middle of the 20th century systematic
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research on chalcogenide glasses began with notable work by Frerichs, in 1950, on the
composition As2S3 (Popescu M. , 2006). Research into other chalcogenide glass systems
quickly followed due to interest in glass compositions with transparency domains
covering the two atmospheric windows between 3-5μm and 8-14μm for use as IR optical
materials. Table 2.1was taken from an Applied Optics article published in 1966 (Hilton,
1966) and provides an overview of chalcogenide glass exploration up through that time.
An extra column has been inserted on the right side of the table to provide the earliest
reference date for each composition. Interest and research in chalcogenide glasses has
continued due in great part to their excellent transparency in the infrared and rheological
properties, which permit valuable thermal imaging and remote sensing applications.
Table 2.1: Table of known chalcogenide systems as recorded in 1966 (Hilton, 1966) --indicates no appreciable absorption, while W is weak, M medium and S strong absorption
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2.2 Chalcogenide glass synthesis
The classical way to produce a glass requires cooling a melt so quickly that
crystallization does not have the time to occur. Structurally, a glass can be defined as a
non-crystalline solid (Zarzycki, 1991). This is due to the lack of long range order found
within the atomic network of a glass. By cooling a melt quickly, its viscosity has
increased to a point where the atoms in the liquid have frozen in place before having the
chance to reach their ordered, crystalline state. Therefore, a glass is an amorphous solid.
Figure 2.2 details this process by following the specific volume, or coefficient of
expansion with temperature. When a liquid, at high temperature, starts to cool contraction
occurs. When this contraction reaches the point of solidification, 𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 the liquid either

crystallizes or crystallization is avoided and the liquid passes into a supercooled state
(Zarzycki, 1991). Δ𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 , shown in (a) of Figure 2.2, represents a discontinuity in volume or

enthalpy that is introduced during the formation of a crystalline solid. In the case of a

glass this discontinuity is avoided. With a fast decrease in temperature this path is
sidestepped and an extension of the liquid curve is followed instead. At the glass
transition temperature, Tg, a break in this cooling curve occurs, with the slope of the
liquid line becoming similar to that of the crystalline solid line. Tg therefore marks the
transition from a supercooled liquid to a glass, and is called the glass transition
temperature (Zarzycki, 1991). Tg is generally considered to be the point at which the
liquid’s viscosity reaches approximately 1013 dPa s. Table 2.2 provides a range of typical
glass transition values for several families of glasses (Bourhis, 2008).
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Figure 2.2: Definition of the glass transition temperature Tg, showing: (a) variation in the
specific volume or enthalpy with temperature and (b) variation in the coefficient of
expansion or specific heat with temperature (l: liquid, sl: supercooled liquid, c: crystal,
and v: glass) (Zarzycki, 1991).
Table 2.2: Glass transition temperature ranges for common types of glasses (Bourhis,
2008).
Glass

Glass Transition temperature (K)

Silica
Soda-lime-silica
Metallic
Chalcogenide

1500-1600
800-850
550-700
300-600

Chalcogenide glass synthesis typically adheres to the following procedure. For
glass formation by melt cooling the chosen elements are placed in an ampoule made of
graphite, glassy carbon, or oxides like silica (Popescu M. A., 2000). The typically high
vapor pressure of chalcogenide melts, coupled with a tendency to react with oxygen,
requires glass synthesis in a sealed tube under vacuum or a protective atmosphere
(Zarzycki, 1991). Moreover, since a chalcogenide glass’ transmission is very sensitive to
oxygen impurities, an initial purification of the raw elements or a follow-up distillation
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procedure are often performed for further purification of the glass. The ampoule is then
placed in a rocking or rotational furnace to create a homogenous melt, which is thereafter
quenched in water, air, liquid nitrogen or another medium to reduce the temperature of
the melt quickly. The ampoule is lastly placed in an annealing furnace at a temperature
just under Tg. Thermal annealing, followed by a slow cooling of the furnace down to
room temperature, is performed to remove internal stresses present within the glass.
2.3 Optical properties of chalcogenide glasses
The transparency of chalcogenide glasses in the IR is of great interest. Absorption
of light in the ultraviolet and visible portion of the spectrum is due to electronic
vibrations. However, in the infrared, most absorptions are due to vibrational transitions
(Shelby, 2005). These IR absorptions are due to impurities in the glass, and fundamental
structural vibrations that lead to the glass’ infrared cutoff, or multiphonon edge.
2.3.1 Absorption due to impurities
Contamination provides a significant source of unwanted absorption in
chalcogenide glasses. However, various techniques are used to minimize this
contamination due to oxygen and other impurities. The elements composing a glass can
be purified individually to remove oxygen contamination present on the material’s
surface. For example, tellurium is often etched in HBr (El-Mallawany, 2002), while
selenium is heated up to a temperature of 240°C, while under vacuum, to remove surface
contaminants. Furthermore, the ampoule containing the elements is dried under vacuum
to prevent any contamination due to water. Glass distillation coupled with the addition of
trace amounts of gettering elements, such as the electropositive aluminum, are also useful
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in further purifying the glass (Nishii & Yamashita, 1998). Example transmission spectra
of a Te2Se3IAs4 chalcogenide glass before and after purification are shown in Figure 2.3
(Zhang X. H., Ma, Fonteneau, & Lucas, 1992). The effect of purification is quite
dramatic. Without purification of the 6N arsenic starting element, the multiphonon region
is contaminated with parasitic absorption bands resulting from oxygen impurities. Table
2.3 provides a list of common absorption impurities found in chalcogenide glasses due to
oxygen and hydrogen contamination (Nishii & Yamashita, 1998).

Figure 2.3: Transmission spectra of both a purified and non-purified Te2Se3IAs4 glass
showing the successful removal of absorption bands due to impurities in the glass (Zhang
X. H., Ma, Fonteneau, & Lucas, 1992).
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Table 2.3: Common impurity absorption bands found in chalcogenide glass systems
(Nishii & Yamashita, 1998).
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2.3.2 Multiphonon absorptions
The transmission window cut-off, or multiphonon edge, of a glass is due to
phonon energy absorptions arising from the vibrational modes of the glassy network
(Zhang, Bureau, Lucas, Boussard-Pledel, & Lucas, 2008). The frequency of a vibrational
absorption in a diatomic molecule can be understood through the use of a harmonic
oscillator model. For a diatomic molecule, the vibrational frequency 𝜈𝜈𝑃𝑃ℎ is dependent
upon the force constant 𝑘𝑘 and the reduced mass 𝜇𝜇 of the two atoms of mass 𝑚𝑚1 and 𝑚𝑚2 :
𝜈𝜈𝑃𝑃ℎ = 1�2𝜋𝜋 ��𝑘𝑘⁄𝜇𝜇�,

where 𝜇𝜇 = 𝑚𝑚1 𝑚𝑚2 ⁄(𝑚𝑚1 + 𝑚𝑚2 ) (Brinkmann, et al., 2007). The force constant is

proportional to the molecule’s bond strength, and the frequency of vibration is inversely
proportional to the wavelength at which the absorption occurs. Although a threedimensional glass network is not accurately described by a diatomic model, the harmonic
oscillator example provides a qualitative understanding of vibrational frequencies as
related to component mass. These relationships predict that for a weakly bonded
molecule (small 𝑘𝑘) or a molecule with large atomic mass (large 𝜇𝜇) the frequency of

vibrational absorption will be smaller and the multiphonon edge will be shifted further
into the IR (larger 𝜆𝜆). For a glass composed of lighter, more strongly bonded atoms, such
as in oxide and fluoride glasses, the multiphonon edge cuts off at shorter wavelengths
corresponding to the larger resulting frequency.
The position of the IR edge in chalcogenide glasses is therefore dependent upon
the weight of the atoms composing the glass. As mentioned above, oxide and fluoride
based glasses strongly absorb infrared energy in the 8-14μm range. Chalcogenides, by
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comparison, have an extended transparency in the infrared as shown in Figure 2.4
(Zhang, Bureau, Lucas, Boussard-Pledel, & Lucas, 2008). The IR cut-off wavelength
increases according to the weight of the component chalcogen atoms with S < Se < Te, as
shown in Figure 2.5. Sulfur and selenium have an IR transparency range that is limited to
the 12 and 16μm region, respectively. Therefore, in order to obtain a glass with an
extended transparency region the heaviest chalcogen element, tellurium, must be utilized.
However, unlike sulfur and selenium, tellurium alone is not a good glass former.

Figure 2.4: Average IR cut-off wavelengths for common families of glasses: silica (oxide
based), fluoride, and chalcogenide glasses (Zhang, Bureau, Lucas, Boussard-Pledel, &
Lucas, 2008).
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Figure 2.5: Average IR cut-off wavelengths for chalcogenide glasses based on sulfur,
selenium and tellurium (Lucas P. , Riley, Boussard-Pledel, & Bureau, 2006).
2.4 Thermal properties of chalcogenide glasses
Another appealing aspect of chalcogenide glasses are their often excellent
rheological properties. Due to the extended transparency range of chalcogenide glasses in
the IR, these glasses are well suited for use in infrared sensing applications. However,
specialized optics such as fibers or molded lenses are often required for the design of
optical sensors. Therefore, the rheological properties of chalcogenide glasses are also of
importance.
Resistance to devitrification, or crystallization, is a primary criterion in the
selection of a Chalcogenide glass composition for use in practical IR applications. The
resistance to crystallization can be determined through the use of differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC). A typical glass DSC curve is shown in Figure 2.6 with the glass
transition, crystallization, and melting temperatures labeled. The difference Δ𝑇𝑇 between
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the glass crystallization temperature (𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥 ) and the glass transition temperature (𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 ) is an
indication of glass stability. The larger Δ𝑇𝑇, the less likely a glass is to crystallize during

synthesis, molding, fibering and other manipulations. Glasses without a visible
crystallization temperature during a 10°C/min heating run, such as Te2As3Se5, are
extremely resistant to devitrification. However, for glass compositions with a
crystallization temperature, the goal is to maximize Δ𝑇𝑇 to enable successful
manipulation, such as fibering, of the glass without formation of microcrystals.
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Figure 2.6: Typical differential scanning calorimetry curve showing the glass transition
temperature, glass crystallization temperature, glass melting temperature, and 𝚫𝚫𝑻𝑻 = 𝑻𝑻𝒙𝒙 −
𝑻𝑻𝒈𝒈 .
2.5 Applications of chalcogenide glasses

Chalcogenide glasses are currently used in a wide range of imaging and sensing
applications. Imaging and sensing in the infrared are important due to the strong
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vibrational signatures exhibited by biological and biologically relevant materials, as well
as the thermal emission of hot bodies in the mid-IR. For example, the human body
radiates energy centered at 10μm. Thermal imaging, used in night-vision applications,
takes advantage of this infrared emission to detect humans and other warm objects that
would not otherwise be detectable in the absence of visible light, but it requires optics
transparent in the IR to do so. Similarly, molecules such as CO2 and H2O, as well as
proteins and viruses exhibit strong absorptions in the infrared. As a result, infrared
sensing techniques can be used to detect the presence of such molecules in many different
environments. For example, of particular interest to this study is the detection of specific
molecules in the atmosphere of other planets or in water supplies on earth. A great deal of
the research into infrared technologies has been fueled by defense related programs
looking to develop night-vision devices and recognition systems based on thermal
imaging (Zhang, Bureau, Lucas, Boussard-Pledel, & Lucas, 2008). However, the
excellent transparency in the infrared and resistance to devitrification exhibited by
chalcogenide glasses has also led to interest in their use for the development of infrared
bio-chemical sensors.
2.5.1 Thermal imaging applications
A great deal of use has been found for chalcogenide glasses as IR optical
components in imaging applications. In the past, single crystalline germanium has been
predominantly used to produce IR optics. However, germanium is expensive and requires
costly diamond turning to produce sophisticated components. By contrast, chalcogenide
glasses are less expensive and much more easily formed into lenses and other desired
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shapes. Figure 2.7 shows a chalcogenide lens created from a single molding operation, as
well as a photograph taken with a night vision camera equipped with a chalcogenide lens
(Bureau, et al., 2004). Areas of application for IR imaging systems include night-vision
cameras for military application or car-driving assistance, overheating surveillance
devices for electrical systems, and medical imaging used to detect vascular and other
medical problems (Zhang, Bureau, Lucas, Boussard-Pledel, & Lucas, 2008).

Figure 2.7: Image of a molded, aspherical chalcogenide glass lens on the left and a
photograph taken with a night vision camera equipped with a chalcogenide glass lens on
the right (Bureau, et al., 2004).
2.5.2 Infrared sensing applications
Chalcogenide glasses have also found use in infrared sensing applications.
Techniques like fiber evanescent wave spectroscopy permit the in situ monitoring and
remote detection of biological and biologically relevant molecules through the use of an
optical fiber. A majority of the vibrational modes of biological molecules are located
between 5 and 16 microns in a range labeled the fingerprint region. Therefore, in order to
detect these vibrations an optical fiber transparent in the infrared is required. Figure 2.8
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provides a schematic of the FEWS experimental setup. In FEWS, a fiber is coupled to an
FTIR spectrometer and a MCT detector. IR light then travels from the FTIR
spectrometer, through the fiber, where it interacts with a sample in contact with the
fiber’s sensing zone. The resulting light signal is then collected on the detector. This
detection method is based on the principle of evanescent wave spectroscopy, which is
addressed in more detail in section 4.2.4. Like many chalcogenide glasses, silver halide
fibers also have a large IR window extending from 4-16μm (Artjushenko, et al., 2005).
However, silver halide fibers darken and deteriorate when exposed to biological
solutions, tissues and other materials (Lucas P. , Riley, Boussard-Pledel, & Bureau,
2006). Silver halide fibers are also polycrystalline and as a result require hot extrusion for
fiber synthesis. Therefore, despite attempts at their use in chemical and biomedical
sensing applications, silver halide fibers are not ideally suited for these tasks. In contrast,
chalcogenide fibers can be easily drawn into fiber and show no significant deterioration
when in contact with biological samples. Examples of in situ and remote sensing
applications are the monitoring of chemical reactions or biological processes, and
biomedical sensing, such as non-invasive glucose monitoring and cancer detection (Lucas
P. , Riley, Boussard-Pledel, & Bureau, 2006). Recently, chalcogenide fibers have also
been developed for use in the remote detection of CO2 and other IR signatures that
represent possible signs of life on exoplanets (Darwin Overview, 2006), (Des Marais, et
al., 2002).
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Figure 2.8: (A) FEWS experimental setup showing a chalcogenide fiber coupled to an
FTIR spectrometer and a MCT detector. IR light travels through the fiber and interacts
with the sample along the reduced diameter sensing zone. The resulting signal is
collected by the detector. (B) Schematic of the reduced diameter sensing zone (Lucas P. ,
Riley, Boussard-Pledel, & Bureau, 2006).
This study will focus on three different applications of chalcogenide glasses: first,
the use of fibers in human-cell based optical sensors, and in particular the chemical
stability and bio-compatibility of these fibers in contact with live micro-organisms;
second, the development of glasses with an extended IR window for application in space
exploration; and third, the development of a conducting IR glass for the development of
electrophoretic optical sensors.
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CHAPTER 3: INVESTIGATION OF TE2AS3SE5 GLASS TOXICITY
3.1 Introduction
Chalcogenide glass fibers are currently being studied for use as sensors in a
number of applications involving biological species in solution. A problem associated
with this use of chalcogenide glass fibers is their potential instability in air and liquid
over time, and the toxicity of the glass to biological species. Studies have recently been
conducted with chalcogenide glass fibers used as sensors in contact with mouse liver
tissue, organic pollutants in ground water, and human lung cells (Hocde S. , BoussardPledel, Fonteneau, & Lucas, 2001), (Michel, et al., 2003), (Keirsse, et al., 2003), (Lucas
P. , Riley, Solis, Juncker, Collier, & Boesewetter, 2005), (Lucas, et al., 2005).
Furthermore, future applications of chalcogenide glass fibers as sensors, such as in tissue
evaluation, the early detection of cancer, biopsy replacement and the facilitation of
diagnostics during surgery, would all require contact between the glass fiber and the
patient, both inside and outside of the body. If chalcogenide glass fibers do in fact leach
toxins, this contact between the fiber and living cells could be detrimental to the viability
of the cells being analyzed. Moreover, in such experimental conditions the fiber’s
chemical stability in air and aqueous environments is also of concern. In view of the
numerous practical applications of these fibers, information about their potential toxicity
and chemical stability is of current interest. Moreover, these properties of chalcogenide
fibers have not yet been studied in sufficient detail. The objective of the performed
research is to determine the stability of chalcogenide glass fibers during long term storage
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in air and short term exposure to aqueous environments, as well as their toxicity to
biological species.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, with a transparency window that can be tailored to an
application and extend well into the infrared, good rheological properties, and molding
abilities, chalcogenide glasses are well suited for use in bio-sensing applications.
However, a number of these glasses contain component elements that are neither
biologically nor environmentally friendly. The composition Te2As3Se5 has been
commonly used in biological sensing applications in the past and has therefore been
chosen for this study. Lucas et al. have already functionalized TAS fibers with A549 lung
cells for successful use in FEWS bio-sensing applications (Lucas, et al., 2006), (Lucas, et
al., 2005), (Riley, et al., 2006). Although this study was successful, cell attachment to the
TAS fiber surface was not always consistent, as seen in Figure 3.1 (Lucas, Wilhelm,
Riley, DeRosa, & Collier, 2006). Therefore the cause of this inconsistency, potentially a
surface oxide layer present on some fibers and not others, is of interest. A surface oxide
layer could not only effect cell attachment to the fiber surface, but also the toxicity of the
fiber to cells due to the solubility of such a layer in aqueous solution. In this chapter the
following four questions will be addressed.
1. Are TAS fibers stable when stored for a short time in liquids or a long
time in air?
2. Is there an oxide layer present on the glass surface?
3. Are Te2As3Se5 fibers toxic to live cells in an aqueous environment?
4. If present, can the glass toxicity be remedied?
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Figure 3.1: Bright-field images and the corresponding fluorescent green (live) and red
(dead) images showing good cell attachment on the left and poor attachment on the right
(Lucas, Wilhelm, Riley, DeRosa, & Collier, 2006).
3.2 Background
3.2.1 Oxide formation
A number of studies have investigated the oxidation of chalcogenide glasses
containing arsenic. Dikova et al. studied the photodarkening observed in As2S3
chalcogenide films and assumed that an oxidation process had taken place on the surface
leading to the formation of As2O3 (Dikova, Starbov, & Starbova, 1994). Green et al.
studied the adsorption of oxygen on chalcogenide glass surfaces and concluded that, at
most, only an ultra thin oxide layer is formed when the glass is exposed to air at room
temperature (Green, Lee, & Simmons, 1970). The maximum exposure time in this study
was approximately seven days. Berkes et al. concluded that the decomposition of As2Se3
proceeded by an oxidation reaction at the surface of the film and that the As2O3 crystals
were numerous on samples that had been exposed to visible white light (Berkes, Ing Jr.,
& Hillegas, 1971). This study also found that no oxide formation occurred when
experiments were carried out in a vacuum. Bloking et al. exposed samples of As50Se50
chalcogenide glass films to laser light in air and detected the formation of randomly
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scattered bumps, on the otherwise flat surface, that increased in number density and size
with irradiation time (Bloking, Krishnaswami, Jain, Vlcek, & Vinci, 2001). The study
found that a typical pyramid shaped bump was a few microns in width and at most a
micron in height. Furthermore, the study concluded that the pyramids are likely particles
of As2O3 and that the reaction is limited by the diffusion of As atoms from the glass. All
of these studies concluded that the formation of an oxide layer on the chalcogenide glass
surface had likely occurred. However, none of these studies investigated the potential
toxicity of the oxide layer to biological cells.
3.2.2 Species of oxidation
Determining the species of arsenic leaching out of a chalcogenide fiber is very
important as it can have an effect on the magnitude of toxicity. Different species of
arsenic show different degrees of toxicity to biological molecules. It has been determined
that arsenite, As(III) poses a greater toxic threat than arsenate, As(V) (Sierra-Alvarez,
Cortinas, Yenal, & Field, 2004). If an oxide layer has formed on the surface of a
chalcogenide fiber, it is likely that As(III) and/or As(V) are present in the solution in
which the fibers have been etched. Different mechanisms define the toxicity of As(III)
and As(V). For example, with regard to microbial toxicity, As(III) binds to protein
sulfydryl groups, inhibiting over 200 different enzymes, whereas As(V) can cause the
uncoupling of substrate-linked and respiratory chain phosphorylation as it is a phosphate
analog (Kim, Yun, & Kim, 2003). Huang et al. also found that As(V) and phosphates are
similar, and appear to share a common transport system into the cell (Huang & Lee,
1996). Moreover, As(V) uptake by an oral carcinoma cell was found to be dose-
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dependently inhibited by phosphate. As(III) uptake showed no such result to the presence
of phosphate, but instead seemed to depend upon simple diffusion. A World Health
Organization publication on arsenic determined that several studies have implied that
inorganic arsenic species, such as As(III) and As(V), affect DNA repair mechanisms and
act as a co-mutagen by inhibiting the repair of damage to DNA caused by another agent
(Chapter 6.1: Arsenic, 2000). Furthermore, with regards to access to the cell, trivalent
organoarsenic compounds are more membrane permeable than pentavalent species
(Dopp, et al., 2004). The issue of cell access is therefore also of importance. If the arsenic
species is unable to enter the cell then it likely becomes less of a threat to the viability of
the cell. Therefore, As toxicity can be a significant issue to the wellbeing of biological
materials, and the species of arsenic present can play an important role in the toxicity
level.
Arsenic is likely not the only element leaching out of the chalcogenide fiber.
Oxidation of the other constituent elements that make up the chalcogenide fiber may also
occur. Selenium may be present in the leachate in the form of either selenite or selenate,
with selenite being more toxic than selenate. Selenite has been shown to induce apoptosis
in human hepatoma cells, along with the mediated oxidation of protein thiol groups in
human hepatoma cells and isolated rat liver mitochondria (Kim, Yun, & Kim, 2003).
Apoptosis is induced when selenite triggers the mitochondrial permeability transition,
which results in a loss of mitochondrial membrane potential and the release of
cytochrome c (Kim, Yun, & Kim, 2003). However, in the same study, selenate did not
induce apoptosis in the tested cells. Tellurium may also be present in the leachate as
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tellurite or tellurate. Tellurate exhibits low levels of toxicity while tellurite is more toxic
(Johnson, Christian, Hoberman, Demarco, Kilpper, & Mermelstein, 1988). Tellurium and
selenium have a similar electronic configuration and share some chemical properties.
Moreover, tellurium and selenium trigger oxidative damage to nucleic acids, proteins and
lipids, and reactive oxygen species are thus a potentially important mechanism of their
induced toxicity (Sailer, Liles, Dickerson, Sumners, & Chasteen, 2004).
3.2.3 Effect on biological species
Arsenic imposes varying degrees of toxicity on different cells, and the level at
which arsenic becomes toxic to the cell is very important. Arsenic is a trace element that
is present in many compounds throughout the earth’s crust (Saito, Yamauchi, & Yoshida,
2004). Moreover, many arsenic compounds are known to be toxic, and the exposure of
humans to arsenic is of great concern. Not only is the species of arsenic present a
concern, but the type of biological material that the arsenic is exposed to is also an issue
with regards to the magnitude of its toxicity. Hernandez-Zavala et al. found that human
derived epithelial bladder cells exposed to doses of As(III) less than 10μM did not
significantly reduce cell viability. However, as seen in Figure 3.2, for As(III) doses of 10,
25 and 50μM, cell viability was reduced to 87, 64, and 32% respectively (HernandezZavala, Cordova, Del Razo, Cebrian, & Garrido, 2005). Ora et al. found that the
inhibitory concentration for median cell lethality, IC50, in six different neuroblastoma
(NB) cell lines, treated for three days with arsenic trioxide, was in a concentration range
of 1.5μM to 5μM (Øra, et al., 2000). It was further stated that these results correlated with
another study showing that 2μM of arsenic trioxide induced apoptotic cell death in
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various NB cell lines. Graham-Evans et al. examined the response of six different human
cell lines to arsenic trioxide over a 72-hour period, and found an IC50 arsenic trioxide
concentration range from 2.4μM to 252.7μM (Graham-Evans, Tchounwou, & Cohly,
2004). Sierra-Alvarez et al. found the IC50 of As (III) and As (V) against the
methanogenic activity of Eerbeek sludge to be 15.5μM and >500μM respectively (SierraAlvarez, Cortinas, Yenal, & Field, 2004). Therefore, the toxicity of arsenic varies
depending upon the type of cell that it is exposed to. It is thus important to determine the
concentration of arsenic leaching out of the chalcogenide fiber so that this value can be
considered in relation to the studied cell line.

Figure 3.2: Percent viability of HT1197 human derived epithelial bladder cells exposed to
various concentrations of Sodium Arsenite (Hernandez-Zavala, Cordova, Del Razo,
Cebrian, & Garrido, 2005).
Selenium and tellurium can also pose a toxic threat to cells. Elemental selenium is
basically nontoxic and is considered to be an essential dietary nutrient for all mammalian
species (Lide, 2005). However, hydrogen selenide and other selenium compounds
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resemble arsenic in their physiological reactions, and are considered to be highly toxic. In
a study by Kim et al., a marked time dependent increase in the number of apoptotic cells
occurred when human hepatoma cells were exposed to 10µM of selenite (Kim, Yun, &
Kim, 2003). Saito et al., completed a study in which the interaction between As and Se
was analyzed with regard to the effect on toxicity to human hepatic cells (Saito,
Yamauchi, & Yoshida, 2004). As seen in Figure 3.3, the study found that concentrations
of 10-100µM of Se decreased cell viability, as compared to the control, and that a
significant decrease in cell viability was seen in cells exposed to 10µM As + 50 or
100µM Se, as compared to As alone. However, the addition of 5 or 10µM Se to 10µM As
did not produce a significant decrease in cell toxicity as compared to the exposure of cells
to 10µM of As alone. Elemental tellurium is occasionally found, but it is more often
found as the telluride of gold and combined with other metals (Lide, 2005). Animals
exposed to Te exhibit neurological effects including neuropathy and hydrocephalus
(Johnson, Christian, Hoberman, Demarco, Kilpper, & Mermelstein, 1988). In this study,
groups of pregnant rats and rabbits were fed a diet containing Te for ten days. Signs of
toxicity were observed during the treatment period with a concentration of 300ppm and
greater in rats and 1750ppm and greater in rabbits. However, cytotoxicity experiments
were not conducted. A great deal of data is available on the cytotoxicity of As, but Se and
especially Te have not been similarly focused on in this area.
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Figure 3.3: Effect of arsenic and selenium alone, and a mixture containing 10μM As + 5100μM Se on human hepatic cells in vitro. Data is expressed as mean ±SD (n=3).
*P<0.05 and **P<0.01 in comparison with cells exposed to As alone (Saito, Yamauchi,
& Yoshida, 2004).
3.3 Methodology and overview of techniques
3.3.1 Te2As3Se5 fiber synthesis
A glass preform with composition Te2As3Se5 (TAS) was synthesized and fibered
at the University of Rennes. High purity tellurium, arsenic and selenium were weighed in
the desired amounts and placed in a three compartment silica tube setup like that depicted
in Figure 3.4. The elemental selenium was purified in the setup by placing a furnace
around the silica tube. The furnace temperature was increased by 5°C/min up to 240°C,
where it remained for one and a half hours, in order to remove contaminants from the
selenium surface. The furnace was then used to purify the elemental As, by increasing at
5°C/min up to 285°C where it remained for one and a half hours before being removed.
All elements were then added to Se in the filter portion of the setup, which was sealed
under vacuum. The silica tube containing the elements was then placed in a distillation
furnace and heated up to 880°C. This is completed in order to further purify the glass by
removing contaminants with a boiling temperature above that of the elements composing
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the glass, more specifically carbon and oxygen impurities. Once the distillation was
complete, the 10mm diameter silica tube now containing all elements was sealed,
removing the upper filter portion of the tube. This silica tube was then placed in a rocking
furnace that was heated up to 650°C over 5 hours. The temperature was left at 650°C for
10 hours before decreasing the furnace temperature to 450°C over 1 hour. When the
furnace reached 450°C, the silica tube containing the melt was removed from the furnace,
quenched vertically in water, and annealed for 5 hours at 135°C to obtain a glass rod for
fibering, like that shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4: Experimental silica tube set up used in the purification and synthesis of
Te2As3Se5. The As and Se are purified individually, and then all elements are combined
with Se in the distillation tube, which is then sealed under vacuum (Hocde S. , BoussardPledel, Fonteneau, & Lucas, 2001).
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Figure 3.5: Example of a Te2As3Se5 glass rod/preform synthesized for fibering (Hocde S.
, Boussard-Pledel, Fonteneau, & Lucas, 2001).

Fibering of the TAS glass was completed using the synthesized glass preform.
The TAS preform was placed in the fibering tower depicted in Figure 3.6. For
approximately four hours helium gas was used to purge the furnace surrounding the
preform at a rate of 2L/min. After this time, the furnace was turned on and the
temperature increased until a drop of TAS glass formed, at approximately 290°C. The
drop was broken off and once the fiber reached the drum, it was attached to begin
drawing. A drum speed of 1.2 meters per minute was used to obtain a fiber diameter of
roughly 400μm. This TAS fiber was used for the attenuation measurements. All other
TAS fiber was synthesized in Rennes using a similar procedure. The old TAS fibers used
in the experiments are fibers that had been stored in a box for three years in the
laboratory, exposed to air.
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Figure 3.6: Fibering tower schematic (Delaizir, 2007).
3.3.2 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a technique that probes the surface of
a sample material. The technique analyzes, approximately, the top 1-10 nm of a sample,
which is superior for surface specific information concerning surface contaminants of a
sample (Abdul-Razzaq, Lee, Islam, & Ducatman, 2003). Using XPS to analyze the
surface of a solid material involves irradiating the material, in a vacuum, with monoenergetic soft x-rays. The emitted electrons are then analyzed through the application of
energy analysis. Electrons are emitted from all energy levels in the target atom, and XPS
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measures both the number and kinetic energy of these electrons. In the energy spectrum,
the energy scale is labeled as binding energy, in electron volts, and the dependent
variable is counts per second. Each element present on a sample’s surface has distinctive
XPS peaks with binding energy values characteristic of that element (Abdul-Razzaq, Lee,
Islam, & Ducatman, 2003). Moreover, a shift in binding energy indicates a change in the
environment of the initial element. For instance, a shift to higher binding energy can
indicate an oxide of the element in question. Therefore, XPS can be used to determine the
various species of different elements present on a sample’s surface.
XPS measurements were completed at the University of Arizona by Ken Nebesny
and Paul Lee. Shifts toward higher binding energy of the 3d levels of As, Te, and Se were
analyzed as an indication of surface oxidation on 3-year old and washed fiber. A
reference, ion-milled glass was used for comparison against the old, oxidized fiber
samples. This bulk glass sample was ion-milled in situ to remove any trace of oxide or
carbon surface contamination.
3.3.3 Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) was used to determine
the concentration and the oxidation states of arsenic present in the TAS fiber leachate.
ICP-MS is a useful tool for trace (ppb-ppm) elemental analysis in such materials as
vegetation, animal tissues, soils, effluents and leachates. ICP-MS offers better sensitivity
than furnace atomic absorption, and the mass spectra are simpler than similar techniques
producing optical emission spectra (Arsenic Analysis and Speciation, 2002). Interference
is common in ICP-MS, including isobaric and memory interference, but corrections can
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be made through equations and a long rinse period, respectively (Compendium Method
10 - 3.5: Determination of Metals in Ambient Particulate Matter Using Inductively
Coupled Plasma/Mass Spectrometry (ICP/MS), 1999). In addition to better sensitivity,
advantages of this technique include its multi-element analysis capability and the
possibility to obtain isotopic information. Furthermore, with direct nebulization, ICP-MS
can determine the total arsenic concentration in a sample to between, approximately,
0.2µg/L to 0.9µg/L with a sample size of only 1ml (Arsenic Analysis and Speciation,
2002), (Compendium Method 10 - 3.5: Determination of Metals in Ambient Particulate
Matter Using Inductively Coupled Plasma/Mass Spectrometry (ICP/MS), 1999).
In this technique, the sample solution is introduced into the system by pneumatic
nebulization, which turns the sample into a mist (Bradford & Cook, 1997). A carrier gas,
such as Argon, carries the sample to the torch, which activates a water-cooled radio
frequency generator. Once activated, the generator makes the incoming gas electrically
conductive and plasma is formed. In the plasma, energy transfer processes cause
desolvation, atomization and ionization (Compendium Method 10 - 3.5: Determination of
Metals in Ambient Particulate Matter Using Inductively Coupled Plasma/Mass
Spectrometry (ICP/MS), 1999). The resulting ions are then passed through a series of ion
lenses into a quadrupole mass analyzer. The mass analyzer separates the ions from the
plasma based on their mass to charge ratio, and the ions are detected with a continuous
dynode electron multiplier, producing a mass spectrum of the plasma. The amount of a
specific element or isotopes of that element, in the original sample, is proportional to the
corresponding peak in the mass spectrum.
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Mike Kopplin from the University of Arizona Health Sciences Center performed
all ICP-MS measurements. Pieces of 3 year old TAS fiber and newly pulled (new) TAS
fiber were washed in 2ml of 0.9% NaCl in DI water solution for 0 minutes, 30 minutes, 1
hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, 8 hours, 12 hours, 16 hours, 24 hours, 36 hours, and 48 hours.
After the desired time, the fiber was removed from the 2ml vial and the washing solution
was saved for ICP-MS analysis.
3.3.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
AFM was used to analyze the surface of the TAS glass fiber. With AFM a threedimensional image of the surface of the fiber can be obtained. The repulsive force that
occurs between a cantilever tip and a sample is measured as the tip is moved across the
sample’s surface (McGuire, 2005). The cantilever tip is deflected as a result of this force,
according to Hooke’s law, which states that if a force is applied to a rod, its extension is
linearly proportional to its tensile stress and modulus of elasticity (Atomic Force
Microscope, 2005). Laser light strikes the back of the cantilever tip and is reflected onto a
mirror, which sends the light to a detector. The detector then measures the vertical
deflection of the cantilever by analyzing the incoming laser light, which provides the
local sample height. Topographic images can also be obtained through the analysis of
attractive forces, a method where the cantilever tip does not come into contact with the
sample (Baselt, 1993). Atomic force microscopes can study phenomena at nanometer
length scales, which can provide an image of the surface of the fiber. However, in order
to achieve this resolution, substantial vibrational insulation must be obtained. Therefore,
a floating table was used during AFM measurements.
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All measurements were made using an AFM device at the University of Arizona.
The fibers were adhered to a stage using carbon paint to prevent any movement during
scanning. Both contact and non-contact mode measurements were obtained using both a
100 micron and a 2 micron AFM stage. Washed in tap water and unwashed old fibers
were scanned, along with tap water washed and unwashed newly pulled fiber.
3.3.5 Cyclic Voltammetry
Electrochemical processes involving the TAS glass during immersion in water
were investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV). A three electrode arrangement was used
with an Ag/AgCl in saturated KCl reference electrode, a platinum coil as the auxiliary
electrode, and a paste electrode prepared with a 1:1 mixture of graphite and paraffin wax
by mass as the working electrode (Lucas, Wilhelm, Videa, Boussard-Plédel, & Bureau,
2008). The ground fiber was pressed against the surface of the paste electrode, and a
3.5% solution of sodium chloride was used as the electrolyte. CV experiments were
carried out in a 273A EG&G Potentiostat/Galvanostat, and were performed by Dr.
Marcelo Videa at the Technological Institute of Monterey in Mexico.
3.3.6 Attenuation measurements
Attenuation measurements of newly pulled TAS fiber were evaluated using the cut
back method (Driver, Leskowitz, Curtiss, Moynihan, & Vacha, 1990). A piece of fiber
approximately 2.4m long was removed from a Styrofoam spool immediately after
fibering. Both ends of the fiber were then cleaved using a razor blade. The small portion
removed from each end of the length of fiber was then viewed under a microscope to
make sure that a clean cleave was achieved, as the best transmission possible is desired.
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After insertion and alignment of the fiber, a transmission measurement was made with
the FTIR. Approximately 50cm of fiber was then removed from the exit light end of the
fiber, keeping close track of the exact length of fiber removed. Another transmission
spectrum was then obtained. This procedure was completed one last time, removing
approximately 50cm more fiber, and obtaining a third transmission spectrum. Optical loss
per unit distance, or attenuation, was then calculated and expressed in decibel/meter with
the following equation
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 �
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where L2 is the length of the fiber after cutting, L1 is the initial fiber length, and T1and T2
are the transmission values corresponding to each wavelength scanned. An average
attenuation was then obtained from attenuation results for L1 – L0, L2 – L1, and L0 – L2.
The same measurement was performed on the new fiber as it aged in air, as well as fiber
washed in tap water, in order to estimate the effect of surface oxidation and surface
damage on the optical transmission.
3.3.7 Cell characterization
3.3.7.1 Fiber, etchant and cell preparation
Rat alveolar macrophage cells, obtained from American Tissue Type Culture
Catalog # NRL8686, were exposed to fiber and etchant solution for the toxicity study.
Pieces of old TAS fiber, stored in the laboratory and exposed to air for 3 years, were cut
into roughly 8cm long pieces. Due to the fact that all pieces of fiber were not exactly
400μm in diameter and varied in diameter along the length of the fiber, surface area was
used instead of length to obtain equivalent sample fibers. Surface area is of most interest
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due to testing of the surface oxide layer. Each sample fiber was broken into 3 to 4 pieces
in order to fit into the 2ml centrifuge tubes. Two milliliters of phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) were placed in each centrifuge tube. Approximately 8cm of fiber was then placed
in each centrifuge tube containing PBS for 1 hour, 2 hours, 5 hours or 24 hours. After the
allotted time, the fibers were removed from the centrifuge tube and blotted dry with a
Kimwipe. The PBS etchant was also saved for exposure to cells.
Rat alveolar macrophage cells were placed into 96 well plates for assay analysis.
P35 petri dishes were used in order to expose the long fiber samples to the cells. 1𝑒𝑒 6

cells, in this case 2.8ml of cells suspended in a solution of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s
cell culture media (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO – DMEM) plus 0.1% antimycotic, were placed in each P35 dish. Each set of fiber samples was then placed in a
P35 dish and submerged in the cell solution. At the same time, a 96 well plate containing
cells and the etching solutions was made. Each of 80 wells in the 96 well plates was
seeded with 35,000 cells in 90μL of DMEM with 1% anti-mycotic. Ten micro-liters of
etchant solution were then added to each well containing 90μL of cell suspension. Each
etchant solution was added to 10 wells in order to test reproducibility and determine an
experimental error. The P35 dishes and the 96 well plate were then placed in the
incubator, kept at 37°C with 5% CO2, for 24 hours before testing the toxicity of the fibers
and etchant solutions. After 24 hours the pieces of fiber were removed from each P35
dish. The remaining cell solution was gently mixed and then 100μL of each sample was
placed in each of 10 wells in a 96 well plate. 10μL of a WST-1 assay solution was then
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added to each well in each of the two 96 well plates in order to evaluate the cell viability,
as described below.
3.3.7.2 Biological assay
A number of procedures can be used to evaluate the toxicity level of chalcogenide
fibers to biological species. Moreover, both the toxicity of the actual fiber and the toxicity
of the leachate obtained from etching the fiber, in solution, can be analyzed. In order to
evaluate cell viability upon exposure to fiber and etchant for 24 hours, a metabolic
activity assay, such as WST-1 or MTT, can be used. In such an assay, a dye solution is
added to cells cultured on micro-plates, and the cells are then incubated. Viable or
metabolically active cells cleave tetrazolium salts, like WST-1 and MTT, by the
succinate-tetrazolium reductase system, to form colored formazan compounds (Apoptosis
and Cell Proliferation, 2003). In other words, the viable cells convert the tetrazolium salt
into a water soluble formazan dye. This system belongs to the respiratory chain of the
mitochondria, and is only active in metabolically intact cells. Therefore, dead cells will
not contribute to the formation of colored formazan compounds and the assay may be
used to measure cell proliferation, cell viability or cytotoxicity (Cell Proliferation and
Viability Measurement, 2003). An ELISA plate reader, a scanning multi-well
spectrophotometer, is then used to photometrically quantitate the formazan present. The
absorbance measured directly corresponds to the number of viable cells present in each
well (Cell Proliferation Reagent WST-1, 2008). Although there are no changes in
metabolic activity during the early stages of apoptosis, such an assay does not require the
pre-labeling or washing of cells, and there is no cell type restriction.
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The WST-1 assay (Takara Bio Inc., Otsu, Japan) was used to determine
macrophage cell viability after exposure to TAS fibers and the PBS fiber etchant solution.
10μL of WST-1 were added to each well in the two 96 well plates described in 3.3.7.1.
Both plates contained unexposed control cells, with one plate also containing cells
exposed to the TAS fibers and the other cells exposed to the fiber etchant solutions. After
addition of the WST-1, both plates were placed in the incubator for one hour. After an
hour the plates were removed and gently swirled to make certain that the solution in each
well was adequately mixed. An ELISA plate reader was then used to read the plates at
450nm to determine the resulting absorbance in each well. Ten replicates were made for
each fiber and washing solution to measure the experimental error.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Oxidation and glass stability
3.4.1.1 Oxidation of TAS glass in air
XPS results clearly show the presence of an oxide layer on the surface of TAS
glass stored in air. As mentioned in section 3.3.1, He gas is used during the fibering
process to prevent oxidation of the glass surface. However, upon analyzing the XPS
spectra it is apparent that after only one week of storage in air an oxide layer has begun to
form on the fiber’s surface. Figure 3.7 shows XPS spectra of the arsenic, tellurium and
selenium 3d peaks for a reference glass that has been ion-milled in situ, and for TAS
glass fibers that have been stored in air for one week, three months, one and a half years,
and three years. For As and Te an increase in binding energy is seen with age of the fiber
tested. A shift to higher binding energy is consistent with oxygen bonding and an
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indication of the presence of an oxide layer on the surface of the TAS fiber. However, a
shift in binding energy is not seen for the Se 3d peak. This result is consistent with the
knowledge that selenium oxide sublimes as a result of the ultra high vacuum required for
the XPS measurement, as described in the XPS Handbook of the Elements and Native
Oxides (1999 XPS International Inc) (Lucas, Wilhelm, Videa, Boussard-Plédel, &
Bureau, 2008). As the arsenic and tellurium oxide layers build up in thickness, due to an
increased storage time of the fiber in air, less and less of the elemental glass is visible in
the spectrum due to the limited penetration depth of the technique. As a result the Se 3d
peak decreases in intensity with fiber age due to an increasingly thick arsenic and
tellurium oxide layer forming on the surface of the fiber. Therefore, with a maximum
penetration depth of 30Å and the fact that after roughly one and a half years the elemental
glass is no longer visible, it is estimated that storage of the fiber in air results in the
formation of a 20Å thick oxide layer in one year.
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Figure 3.7: XPS spectra of the As, Te, and Se 3d levels are shown for TAS fibers stored
in air for durations ranging from 1 week to 3 years. A reference, ion-milled glass is
shown for comparison. A shift toward higher binding energies indicates the formation of
an oxide layer (Lucas, Wilhelm, Videa, Boussard-Plédel, & Bureau, 2008).
3.4.1.2 Oxide layer solubility and glass stability in solution
The stability of this oxide layer and the elemental glass beneath were also of
interest. As a result, XPS was completed on a sample of old, oxidized TAS fiber that was
rinsed in tap water for one minute and on a sample that was soaked in tap water for two
hours. The resulting As 3d and Te 3d peaks are shown in Figure 3.8 with the reference,
ion-milled sample again shown for comparison. In both cases after only one minute of
rinsing the high energy peaks are significantly reduced in size and lower energy peaks
seen in the reference sample have appeared. The decrease in height of the higher binding
energy peaks indicates removal of the Te-As-Se alloy oxide present on the fiber surface.
After soaking for two hours the higher energy As and Te 3d peaks have disappeared
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completely. Lower binding energy peaks, overlapping those of the reference glass, are the
only peaks present indicating removal of the surface oxide layer.

Figure 3.8: XPS spectra of the As and Te 3d levels of an old TAS fiber, and old fiber
rinsed in tap water for 1minute, and an old fiber soaked in tap water for 2hours. A
comparison of the fiber soaked for 2hours and the reference spectra reveals that the
surface oxide is easily removed with washing (Lucas, Wilhelm, Videa, Boussard-Plédel,
& Bureau, 2008).
Removal of the oxide layer was further confirmed through the use of ICP-MS.
ICP-MS was used not only to corroborate the XPS data but also to give a more
quantitative result on the arsenic oxide layer dissolution. ICP-MS was used to determine
the concentration of arsenic leached from three year old and washed fibers soaked in a
0.9% NaCl in DI water solution for various times between 30 minutes and 48 hours. As
can be seen in Figure 3.9 after only two to three hours, dissolution of the oxide layer
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present on the three year old fiber appears to be complete, supporting the XPS results.
After the first few hours the concentration of arsenic in solution remains basically
constant indicating that the elemental glass beneath the oxide layer is stable in solution.
Fibers that had been soaked in tap water over night, labeled as washed fiber in Figure 3.9,
were also tested for release of arsenic. As a result of pre-washing it is expected that the
soluble oxide layer has been removed and no arsenic will be released. This is confirmed
in the resulting insignificant concentration of arsenic measured from these fibers,
reaffirming the ability to remove the surface oxide layer and the finding of elemental
glass stability in solution.

Figure 3.9: ICP-MS concentrations of arsenic released from 2cm long samples of 3 year
old and washed TAS fiber immersed in 2ml of a 0.9% NaCl solution for up to 48 hours.
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Figure 3.10: ICP-MS concentrations of arsenite, As(III), versus arsenate, As(V) released
from 2cm long samples of 3 year old and new TAS fibers immersed in 2ml of a 0.9%
NaCl solution for 36 or 48 hours.
The species of arsenic released in the NaCl washing solution was also of interest
in an effort to determine toxicity. As mentioned in section 3.2.2 arsenite, As(III) has been
found to pose a greater toxic threat to biological molecules than arsenate, As(V). As
shown in Figure 3.10 both 3 year old and new TAS fibers release more than 50% more
arsenite than arsenate after soaking in a NaCl washing solution. Therefore, the
approximate 0.65 micromol/L of arsenic released from TAS fiber into solution, after only
a couple of hours could likely pose a toxic threat to nearby cells, which will be examined
further in section 3.4.4.2.
In order to further confirm the elemental glass stability in solution, cyclic
voltammetry experiments were completed. Through the use of FEWS and other
biological sensing applications TAS fibers are often utilized in aqueous environments. As
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a result, glass stability in solution is imperative for the success of such applications,
which can require only a few minutes or a number of hours of exposure to solution in the
case of toxin detection in water supplies. CV was used to more quantitatively determine
if any oxidative process occurs with the exposure of TAS glass to solution. Figure 3.11
shows that the ground TAS fiber electrode exhibits a flat response indicating that no
oxidative processes were detected over a wide range of applied electrode voltages. An
insoluble Prussian Blue reference was also tested to confirm the electrochemical activity
of the carbon paste electrode. Figure 3.11 shows the strong electrochemical activity of the
carbon paste electrode. Therefore, it is again shown that the TAS glass is essentially inert
in solution.

Figure 3.11: Cyclic voltammetry experiment showing a TAS fiber powdered electrode
mixed with carbon paste. The fiber electrode shows a flat response indicating no
occurrence of an oxidative process. The Prussian Blue reference is shown to confirm the
electrochemical activity of the carbon paste electrode (Lucas, Wilhelm, Videa, BoussardPlédel, & Bureau, 2008).
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3.4.2 Effects of oxidation on the fiber surface
The effect of the oxidation layer and its removal on the surface of the fiber was
investigated through atomic force microscopy. AFM scans were completed on both old
and new fibers before and after washing for various amounts of time in tap water. Both
contact and non-contact mode AFM images were obtained for comparison. The noncontact mode images are on a smaller 1μm x 1μm square scale while the contact mode
images zoom out to give a bigger picture showing a 10μm x 10μm square area of the
fiber surface.
Non-contact mode AFM images were obtained of washed and unwashed 3 year
old and newly pulled TAS fibers. In Figure 3.12 non-contact mode AFM images are
shown for a 3 year old TAS fiber that is unwashed and a fiber that has been soaked in tap
water for 24 hours. After soaking the surface roughness increases due to the appearance
of random pits across the fiber surface. It appears that this random pitting occurs upon
removal of the non-uniform oxide layer present on the surface of old TAS fibers.
Contrarily, AFM images of an unwashed and washed newly pulled fiber show no such
change in surface roughness or pitting as shown in Figure 3.13. This result is expected as
according to XPS and ICP-MS experiments there is no measureable oxide layer present
on a new glass surface and therefore without oxide removal no surface pitting occurs.
AFM images of an area of TAS fiber ten times greater in size were also acquired
in an effort to view a more extended surface roughness. Scans were performed on 3 year
old TAS fibers that had been etched in tap water for 0 hours, 1 hour, 2 hours, 5 hours, and
24 hours. AFM surface images of the un-etched 3 year old fiber and etched 24 hour fiber
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are shown in Figure 3.14. As noted in the more focused surface images in Figure 3.12, an
increased surface roughness due to pitting is seen after etching and the corresponding
removal of the surface oxide layer. AFM surface images of an un-etched and etched
newly pulled fiber were also taken and are shown in Figure 3.15. Again no pitting is
visible after the washing of a newly pulled fiber.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: 1μm x 1μm non-contact mode AFM image of a (a) 3 year old TAS fiber and
(b) 3 year old TAS fiber after soaking in tap water for 24 hours.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: 1μm x 1μm non-contact mode AFM image of a (a) newly pulled TAS fiber
and (b) newly pulled TAS fiber after soaking in tap water for 24 hours.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14: 10μm x 10μm contact mode AFM image of a (a) 3 year old TAS fiber and
(b) 3 year old TAS fiber after soaking in tap water for 24 hours.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15: 10μm x 10μm contact mode AFM image of a (a) newly pulled TAS fiber
and (b) newly pulled TAS fiber after soaking in tap water for 18 hours.
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To further exemplify the surface roughness created upon removal of the surface
oxide layer profile line scan images were taken. These surface line scans are shown in
Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17 below. For each sample, three randomly chosen lines across
the 10μm square sample area are shown representing a profile of the surface topology. In
Figure 3.16 it is apparent that the 3 year old TAS fiber has a relatively smooth surface.
However, after soaking in water for only one hour pits in the surface become visible.
After only 2 hours in water the surface pitting reaches a depth of up to approximately
50nm, which is consistent through 24 hours of soaking. This result again confirms the
XRD and ICP-MS data in that removal of the oxide layer is complete after roughly 2
hours of washing in tap water. Moreover, Figure 3.17 further confirms the lack of an
oxide layer present on a new TAS fiber surface. No surface roughness due to pitting
appears on newly pulled glass even after washing the fiber in tap water for 18 hours. This
also confirms the stability of the elemental TAS glass as the smooth granular surface of
the fiber is maintained for up to 18 hours in water.
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Figure 3.16: 10μm contact mode surface line profile of a 3 year old TAS fiber etched in
tap water for 0 hours, 1 hour, 2 hours, 5 hours and 24 hours (Lucas, Wilhelm, Videa,
Boussard-Plédel, & Bureau, 2008).
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Figure 3.17: 10μm contact mode surface line profile of a 3 year old TAS fiber washed in
tap water for 0 hours and 24 hours, as compared to a newly pulled TAS fiber washed in
tap water for 0 hours and 18 hours (Wilhelm, Lucas, DeRosa, & Riley, 2007).
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3.4.3 Effect of oxidation on fiber transmission properties
A main reason for the usefulness of TAS fibers in bio-sensing applications lies in
their wide transparency window nicely overlapping the fingerprint region of biologically
relevant molecules. Therefore, it would be a significant consequence if surface oxidation
or pitting were to inhibit this transparency domain. Impurities such as oxygen can result
in the presence of absorption bands in a glass’ transmission spectrum. Such absorptions
are augmented in fiber form and can significantly decrease the operating transmission
window of a glass (Bureau, Boussard-Pledel, Adam, & Lucas, 2005). It is therefore
important to determine the effect of oxidation and the pitting caused by its removal on the
transmission properties of the fiber.
Figure 3.18 shows the optical attenuation spectrum of an old, washed and new
400μm diameter TAS fiber. Various characteristic absorptions are labeled in the figure.
Absorption due to Se-H vibrations is apparent at roughly 3.5μm and 4.6μm (Kokorina,
1996). Such hydrogen contamination is extremely difficult to avoid in these glasses
(Shiryaev, Adam, Zhang, Boussard-Plédel, Lucas, & Churbanov, 2004). The Se-H
absorption band at 4.6μm is significant. As mentioned above, the effect of a small
amount of contaminant, and as such only a small absorption of IR light per unit length,
can be considerable in measuring the attenuation of a fiber as the attenuation curve has
been measured through approximately 1.5 meters of fiber. Absorption peaks are also
visible for OH, H2O and As-O, which have been labeled in Figure 3.18. Furthermore, by
comparison of the 3 year old, washed and new TAS fiber attenuation curves it is apparent
that the overall transmission of the oxidized or washed fiber is essentially no different
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than that of the newly pulled fiber. This implies that the TAS fiber transmission is not ill
effected by surface oxidation. Also of note, the larger attenuation observed at short
wavelengths is due to vibrational electronic excitation across the band-gap, whereas the
increase in attenuation seen at longer wavelengths is due to a vibrational excitation of the
glass network.

Figure 3.18: New, washed, and old TAS fiber attenuation curves obtained using the cutback method.
Evolution of the As-O absorption peak with exposure time to oxygen was
investigated further. With the identification of a surface oxide layer that increases in
thickness with time, the As-O peak was chosen to more closely examine the possible
change in attenuation with oxygen exposure time. Absorption due to this As-O vibration
occurs at approximately 7.9μm. The cut back method was used to obtain the attenuation
spectrum of a TAS fiber on the day of fiber drawing. The drum of fiber was then stored
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in the laboratory, exposed to oxygen. Six days later a length of approximately 1.5m of
fiber was removed from the drum and another attenuation measurement was completed.
Attenuation measurements were performed again after 14 days, 24 days, 45 days and 91
days exposure to oxygen. As seen in Figure 3.19 no significant change in optical
properties, in this case no increase in attenuation, is observed for a TAS fiber stored in air
for up to a few months.

Figure 3.19: Evolution of the As-O absorption peak as a function of fiber age.
Attenuation measurements were obtained on the newly pulled fiber and the fiber after
storage in air for up to 3 months. No significant decrease in optical properties is
observed.
3.4.4 Toxicity to cells
3.4.4.1 TAS fiber toxicity to cells
Cell cultures containing rat lung macrophage cells were exposed to pieces of
washed and unwashed, old TAS fiber of equivalent surface area to examine their toxic
effect. Old fiber, and fibers soaked in PBS for 1 hour, 2 hours, 5 hours and 24 hours were
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introduced into a solution of macrophage cells for 24 hours before the cell viability was
measured. As seen in Figure 3.20 the old fiber shows the greatest toxic effect with a cell
viability of only 69%. There is a continuous increase in cell viability with fiber washing
indicating that the toxic effect of the fibers is removed with washing. The control
measurement reflects the viability of macrophage cells exposed to no fiber at all.
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Figure 3.20: Percent viability results for old (unwashed) and washed TAS fibers placed in
rat lung macrophage cell cultures. Old fiber was washed for 1 hr, 2 hrs, 5 hrs and 24 hrs
in a phosphate buffered saline solution before introduction to the cell culture for 24 hrs.
3.4.4.2 Etchant toxicity to cells
Macrophage cells were also exposed to the corresponding etchant solutions for 24
hours. The etchant solutions included PBS only, and four PBS solutions used to soak an
old fiber for 1 hour, 2 hours, 5 hours and 24 hours. The control cells were exposed to no
extra solution, while the PBS column indicates cells exposed to 10μL of PBS only in an
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effort to examine the effect of PBS alone on the cell viability. Figure 3.21 shows a
distinct decrease in cell viability with an increase in the time that the PBS etchant was
exposed to the fiber, for up to 5 hours. However, the 24 hour PBS etchant solution shows
higher cell viability (80%) even though the corresponding fiber was less toxic to cells
(95%) as a result of a longer soaking in PBS. As mentioned in 3.2.2, Huang et al. found
that As(V) uptake by an oral carcinoma cell was dose-dependently inhibited by
phosphate. A tentative explanation is therefore the possibility that the phosphate present
in the PBS solution could compete for and saturate the cells’ receptor sites for As(V),
resulting in a lower effective toxicity to the cells after 24 hours. From both figures it is
apparent, and again consistent with previous results, that with washing a soluble oxide
layer is removed from the fiber surface. With an increase in washing time a continuous
decrease in fiber toxicity is seen, while the resulting PBS etching solutions show a
corresponding increase in toxicity to cells. The soluble oxide layer has dissolved in the
PBS solution, enriching it with toxins such as arsenic, and causing an increased toxic
effect with etching time aside from the 24 hour etchant solution result.
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Figure 3.21: Percent viability of rat macrophage cells exposed to no solution, phosphate
buffered saline (PBS), or the etchant resulting from old TAS fiber soaked in PBS for 1
hour, 2 hours, 5 hours, or 24 hours.
3.5 Discussion
An investigation into TAS fiber stability and toxicity has been completed. TAS
glass fibers that had been stored in air, in the laboratory, for 3 years as well as new TAS
fibers were analyzed. It has been found that an oxide layer begins to form on the glass
surface within one week of fiber drawing (Figure 3.7), growing to a thickness of
approximately 20Å within one year. However, with only 2 hours of washing a majority of
the oxide layer is removed from an old fiber surface, as determined by XPS and ICP-MS
and seen in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. It was also determined through ICP-MS that
washed fibers release a barely detectable amount of arsenic in solution, showing that once
the oxide layer has been removed the elemental glass is stable in solution. Therefore, the
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surface oxide layer is highly soluble but the elemental glass is found to be stable for up to
48 hours in solution (Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9, Figure 3.11). Removal of the surface oxide
layer on 3 year old fibers by washing results in an increase in surface roughness as
determined by AFM (Figure 3.12, Figure 3.14). However, no such surface roughness or
pitting developed on the surface of new fibers with washing, indicating again that the
elemental glass is stable in solution (Figure 3.13, Figure 3.15). Moreover, through
attenuation measurements it was determined that neither this surface pitting nor the oxide
layer noticeably affects the optical properties of the fiber (Figure 3.18).
Old, oxidized TAS fibers and the corresponding washing solutions were found to
strongly affect rat lung macrophage cell viability. The macrophage viability was reduced
to 69% after exposure to an old, oxidized fiber for 24 hours. However, washing the old
fibers in a saline solution resulted in a drastic increase in the resulting cell viability. An
old fiber washed for 24 hours and then exposed to macrophage cells for 24 hours resulted
in a cell viability of 95% as seen in Figure 3.20. The corresponding PBS washing
solutions also posed a significant threat to the macrophage cells, supporting the theory
that arsenic is leaching out of the old TAS fibers. As shown in Figure 3.21, a PBS
solution used to soak an old fiber for 5 hours reduces cell viability to 55% as compared to
the control. There is a continuous decrease in cell viability seen with an increase in PBS
washing solution time until 24 hours. At 24 hours the cell viability increases to 80%. This
is tentatively explained by the potential of As to complex with phosphate in the PBS
solution with time, decreasing the effective toxicity of the solution to the cells.
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From these results it has therefore been found that a layer composed of As, Te and
Se oxides does form on the TAS fiber surface with time due to storage in air. This oxide
layer is soluble in aqueous solution, unlike the elemental glass beneath, and thus poses a
significant toxic threat to surrounding cells. Overall the study has concluded that newly
pulled or washed TAS fibers show no measurable level of toxicity to cells and can be
effectively used in bio-sensing applications.
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CHAPTER 4: GE-TE-I EXPLORATION FOR USE IN BIO-SENSING AND SPACE
APPLICATIONS
4.1 Introduction
The ability to detect and analyze carbon dioxide is becoming increasingly
important in various environmental applications, such as the analysis of the Green House
Effect. Carbon dioxide detection has also recently gained much interest in the field of
extraterrestrial exploration because it is generally produced by live organisms, and is
therefore regarded as a possible sign of life on exoplanets. Space programs such as the
European Space Agency’s DARWIN project and NASA’s Terrestrial Planet Finder
mission are currently aiming at using CO2 as one of the main markers of the presence of
life on remote planets (Darwin Overview, 2006), (Des Marais, et al., 2002). Figure 4.1
shows a comparison of spectra detected from Venus, Earth and Mars containing CO2, and
in the case of the Earth H2O and O3 as well. The technique of nulling interferometry will
be employed so that the light from a much brighter central star can be cancelled out,
revealing the light from the nearby earth like planet. This light can then be analyzed for
CO2 and other possible signs of life. However, a glass is needed with a significant IR
window and fibering ability. A new glass composition with a significant IR transparency
window that enables the detection of atmospheric CO2 at 15μm, in fiber form is therefore
needed.
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Figure 4.1: Figure showing the main markers used in the search for life on exoplanets
(Darwin Overview, 2006).
Glasses with a wide infrared transparency have also recently gained much interest
as bio-optic sensors due to the highly specific infrared vibrational signatures of biological
species and microorganisms. Most biologically relevant molecules exhibit fundamental
vibrational modes between 2-16μm as shown in Figure 4.2 (Lucas, et al., 2005). The
technique of fiber evanescent wave spectroscopy (FEWS) has proven to be very efficient
for the remote detection of such molecules (Bureau, Boussard-Pledel, Adam, & Lucas,
2005), (Hocde S. , Boussard-Pledel, Fonteneau, & Lucas, 2001), (Le Coq, et al., 2002),
(Lucas, et al., 2005), (Lucas P. , Riley, Boussard-Pledel, & Bureau, 2006), (Lucas, et al.,
2006). In FEWS, an IR transmitting fiber acts as a waveguide permitting the remote
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collection of a molecules IR spectra. However, in order to view this entire fingerprint
region, a glass must have both a large transparency window and rheological properties
that permit fiber drawing.
Candidate materials for both such sensing technologies must fulfill three
requirements: an exceedingly wide transparency window in the far infrared for optical
collection, good rheological properties for the formation of complex geometries, and
good chemical stability. Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 2, in order to obtain a glass
with an extended transparency region the heaviest chalcogen element, tellurium, must be
utilized.

G

Figure 4.2: A typical FEWS spectrum of human lung cells on a TAS fiber, highlighting
the so called fingerprint region of biological molecules. The figure exhibits several
spectral regions as follow: (A) O–H elongation of water, (B) amide A and B of proteins,
(C) CH2 , CH3 of lipids, (D) saturation due to Se–H bonds from the TAS fiber, (E) amide
I and II of proteins, (F) fatty acids and amino acids, (G) phospholipids and nucleic acids,
and (H) polysaccharides (Lucas, et al., 2005).
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4.2 Background
4.2.1 Darwin and the Terrestrial Planet Finder Mission
The European Space Agency’s Darwin Mission and its NASA counterpart the
Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) Mission both require a single-mode fiber with an
extended IR transparency for use in the detection of earth-like exoplanets. Exoplanets are
planets that orbit a star outside of the solar system. However, looking for extrasolar
planets is not an easy task. At optical wavelengths, a star will outshine a nearby earth-like
planet one thousand million to one, but in the mid-infrared this difference is only one
million to one (Darwin factsheet, 2006). Moreover, the region between approximately
7.5-20μm provides the best range for the observation of a planets atmospheric
constituents (Woolf & Angel, 1998). It is within this wavelength range that chemical
signatures of life are visible, such as the three main markers of life carbon dioxide, water
and ozone. The substantial presence of all three of these markers in an exoplanet’s
atmosphere, as in the Earth’s atmosphere in Figure 4.1, is a strong indication of possible
life (Jackson, Planet Quest: Overview). However, a fiber with a broad transparency range
is required for the detection of all three of these markers; especially the CO2 absorption
located at 15μm.
In order to isolate a planet’s light from its parent star for analysis, nulling
interferometry is used. Light from a distant star will be collected on a flotilla of
telescopes proposed in each mission’s design. In the case of the TPF interferometer, four
4-meter-class mid-IR telescopes will collect the star’s light and relay it to a combiner
spacecraft as shown in Figure 4.3, where the light is combined and detected (Jackson,
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Terrestrial Planet Finder Interferometer). This light can be combined in such a way so as
to cancel out the brighter star light through destructive interference, making the light of
the dimmer planet detectable. Figure 4.4 shows the effect of nulling. In the image on the
left, the overwhelmingly bright starlight dwarfs that of the nearby planet. However,
suppression of this starlight through nulling interferometry reveals the neighboring
planet. The Naval Research Laboratory and other organizations have already begun the
search for a single mode fiber for use in such a nulling interferometer (Jackson,
Exoplanet Interferometry Technology: Mid-infrared single-mode spatial filters).
However, development of a single-mode fiber applicable over the entire wavelength
range required by these programs has not yet been realized.

Figure 4.3: Artist’s conceptual image of NASA’s flotilla of four 4-meter-class midinfrared telescopes and one combiner spacecraft that make up the Terrestrial Planet
Finder Interferometer (Terrestrial Planet Finder, 2005).
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Figure 4.4: Figure showing the effect of nulling on star light (Darwin Overview, 2006).
4.2.2 Te2As3Se5 glass
As discussed in Chapter 3, chalcogenide glass fibers of the TAS composition have
received much attention and are well suited in FEWS. The TAS fibers show an excellent
resistance to devitrification, good chemical durability, and have been used to develop
new types of bio-optic sensors (Hocde S. , Boussard-Pledel, Fonteneau, & Lucas, 2001).
However, with a transparency range between 2 and 14 microns, the optical window of
TAS fibers is not ideal for biological sensing or sufficient for the detection of substances
such as CO2, which displays its main absorption peak at 15 microns. Therefore, a new
family of optical glasses must be developed in order to extend the infrared transparency
range to longer wavelengths.
4.2.3 Ga-Ge-Te glasses
Glasses in the Ga-Ge-Te system have previously been investigated with
promising results (Sylvain, Houizot, Boussard-Pledel, Zhang, Smektala, & Lucas, 2006).
The Ga-Ge-Te (TGG) glasses show an exceptional optical transmission window
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extending from 2 to 22 microns. Transmission spectra for Te2As3Se5 and Te75Ge15Ga10
are shown in Figure 4.5. The TGG glass shows a considerable increase in transmission
window over the TAS glass. However, like the TAS absorption feature at approximately
14 microns, the TGG glass also shows an absorption feature toward the end of its
transmission window starting at approximately 16 microns. In both cases this feature will
be augmented in fiber form causing the transmission window to be truncated where this
absorption begins. Moreover, the TGG ΔT between Tg and Tx has a maximum value of
113°C, which is not ideal for the fibering or molding process. Therefore, there is interest
in exploring other tellurium-based systems in the hope of finding a more thermally stable
glass, with the same excellent transmission window, and without the decrease in
transmittance seen at the end of the transparency range.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Te2As3Se5 and Te75Ge15Ga10 transmission spectra. The TAS
window cuts off at approximately 18μm in bulk form but extends out to only 13μm in
fiber form due to the absorption band beginning at roughly 13μm. A similar absorption
feature is seen in the Te75Ge15Ga10 spectrum beginning at approximately 15μm.
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4.3 Methodology and overview of techniques
4.3.1 Ge-Te-I synthesis
Exploration of the Ge-Te-I ternary system was conducted through the synthesis of
multiple Ge-Te-I compositions. The appropriate amount of high purity tellurium
(99.999%), germanium (99.999%), and iodine (99.99%) were added to a 10mm inner
diameter silica tube, resulting in a total sample weight of 10 grams for each composition
synthesized. Due to the volatility of iodine, the silica tube containing the elements was
submerged in a container of liquid nitrogen while connected to the vacuum pump. After
30 minutes, the silica tube was sealed under vacuum, in order to limit oxygen
contamination, and placed in a rocking furnace. Homogenization of the melt took place
over 9 hours at 750°C. The rocking furnace temperature was then decreased to 575°C in
order to increase the viscosity of the glass and held in a vertical position in the hopes of
keeping all elements at the base of the silica tube. After 2 hours at this temperature the
tube containing the melt was quenched vertically in water until the glass could be seen
contracting from the silica tube wall (approximately 10 seconds). The sample was then
annealed just under Tg, at 135°C, for 5hrs and slowly allowed to come to room
temperature. Figure 4.6 shows the synthesis steps as well as an image of the resulting
Ge20Te73I7 glass rod. For the determination of bulk properties, 40 grams of the chosen
glass compositions were fabricated using the same technique.
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Figure 4.6: Steps followed in the synthesis of Ge-Te-I glasses: encapsulation of the
elements under vacuum, homogenization of the elements in a rocking furnace, and upon
completion of the thermal profile a Ge-Te-I glass rod is obtained.
4.3.2 Purification
Purification of the Ge-Te-I glasses was also completed in order to obtain optical
quality samples. The electropositive element aluminum was added to the Ge-Te-I glass in
an effort to remove oxygen contamination. Forty grams of the calculated quantity of Ge,
Te, and I were added to a 10mm inner diameter silica tube, along with 200ppm of
aluminum. The same procedure described above was used in order to obtain a glass rod
composed of Ge, Te, I containing 200ppm Al. The glass was then placed in a twochamber silica tube separated by a silica filter (Figure 4.7). The electropositive aluminum
was added in the hopes of it binding to the electronegative oxygen, forming an aluminum
oxide with a boiling temperature much greater than that of the remaining elements of the
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glass. Therefore, the purified glass distills through the apparatus while the higher boiling
temperature contaminants remain in the filter portion of the tube. This silica tube was
subsequently sealed under vacuum and placed in a two heating zone furnace heated up to
1000°C over 6 hours. The distillation furnace was then left at 1000°C for 2 hours. This
temperature and time were sufficient for a full distillation of the Ge20Te73I7 glass into the
room temperature portion of the silica tube. A film of aluminum oxide remained in the
filter portion of the silica tube. The tube was then sealed beneath the filter, and the sealed
silica tube containing the purified Ge20Te73I7 glass was heated according to the procedure
described above.

Figure 4.7: Diagram of the distillation furnace used to purify the glass composition
Ge20Te73I7.
4.3.3 Measurement of glass properties
4.3.3.1 Thermal properties
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to investigate the thermal
properties of each Ge-Te-I sample. The glass transition temperature, Tg, and the onset
crystallization temperature, Tx, were measured for each sample using a TA Instruments
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DSC 2010 with a heating rate of 10°C/min. The difference between the two critical
temperatures, ΔT= Tx-Tg, was then calculated for each composition as an indication of
the thermal stability of the glass, with a larger ΔT indicating a more stable glass
composition.
4.3.3.2 Optical properties
All glass rods were sliced into disks approximately 1.55mm in thickness, which
were then polished using three grades of sandpaper followed by three grades of alumina
powder. FTIR transmission spectra were then obtained using a Bomem Michelson 100
spectrophotometer. UV-Vis spectroscopy was also performed on some of these samples
using a CARY 5 UV-Vis spectrometer.
4.3.3.3 Density, Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio, hardness, and coefficient of
thermal expansion
Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density and the hardness of certain polished
samples, approximately 5.5mm thick and 10mm in diameter, were measured. Young’s
Modulus, E, is a measure of the stiffness of a material when it behaves elastically. A
large value of E implies that a large stress (force per unit area) is required to produce a
given strain (deformation), or that the object is rigid. It is defined as the ratio of the
normal stress, σ, to the corresponding normal strain, ε, over the range where Hooke’s
Law is obeyed (Atkins & de Paula, 2002)
𝐸𝐸 = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠�𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜎𝜎⁄𝜀𝜀.

Young’s modulus can also be calculated through the use of ultrasonic measurements,
which enable the measurement of longitudinal, Vl, and transverse, Vt, ultrasonic wave
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velocities through the material. The following relationship permits the calculation of
Young’s Modulus when Vl, Vt, and the density, ρ, of the material are known
𝜌𝜌(3𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙2 − 4𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡2 )
.
𝐸𝐸 =
𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙2
�� 2 � − 1�
𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡

Poisson’s ratio is an indication of how a sample changes shape when a uniaxial
stress is applied. Poisson’s ratio is equivalent to the ratio of the transverse strain to the
normal strain applied to a sample. Therefore, Poisson’s ratio describes the relation
between an elongation or contraction of the material longitudinally and the corresponding
transverse change in thickness (Nattermann, Neuroth, & Scheller, 1998), (Tilley, 2004).
An example of this can be seen when a rubber band is pulled lengthwise and its width
decreases as a result. In terms of longitudinal and transverse velocities, Poisson’s ratio
can be calculated using the following equation:
𝑣𝑣 =

𝜌𝜌(3𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙2 − 4𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡2 )
− 1.
[2(𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙2 − 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡2 )]

The density ( ρ ) of a sample can be calculated using Archimedes’ principle with
deionized water. The sample is weighed in the air and then in the water. The following
equation can then be used to calculate the density:
𝜌𝜌 =

𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
∗ 𝜌𝜌𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 .
𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂

The hardness of a glass was calculated through the use of an indentation
experiment. The indentation hardness of a material characterizes the resistance of a
material to indentation. When the Vicker’s hardness is tested, the indenter is a diamond in
the form of a square pyramid with an included angle of 136° between opposite faces
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(Quinn, Patel, & Lloyd, 2002). Both elastic and a plastic deformation occur when the
indenter impacts the glass surface. If too great a force is applied, cracks form outward
from the vertices of the square pyramid. The plastic deformation of the glass results in a
permanent square pyramid indentation in the glass. The hardness is a ratio of the applied
indenter load, F to the area of indentation. Therefore, in order to calculate the indentation
area the average of the two diagonal lengths for an individual indentation, d must be
measured. The following equation can then be used to calculate the Vicker’s hardness,
HV of the glass (Quinn, Patel, & Lloyd, 2002)
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 1.8544

𝐹𝐹
.
𝑑𝑑 2

Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density, hardness and the coefficient of
thermal expansion of certain polished samples, approximately 5.5mm thick and 10mm in
diameter, were measured. The density of the sample was calculated at a temperature of
19°C. The longitudinal (Vl) and transverse (Vt) ultrasonic wave velocities were then
measured using 10MHz piezoelectric transducers. The velocity is equivalent to the
thickness of the sample divided by one half of the round trip, sound transit time through
the sample. With these values, Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (v) were
calculated. A Matsuzawa apparatus with a Vicker diamond indenter was used to measure
the hardness. Ten indentations were made on each sample with a load of 50g for 5
seconds. The diagonal lengths of the 10 diamond indentations were then measured using
a built in microscope and averaged. The average hardness was then obtained for each
sample with an experimental error, due to inaccuracy in the measurement of d, of ±0.2
GPa. The coefficient of thermal expansion was also measured for select samples using a
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TMA 2940 Thermo Mechanical Analyzer from TA instruments. The same samples used
in the hardness testing were repolished on each face using 0.5μm Al2O3 powder and
water. A heating rate of 2°C/min was used up to a temperature of 135°C.
4.3.3.4 Conductivity
Electrical conduction, or the passage of current through a material, is
characterized by the conductivity, σ of a material. The conductivity is defined by the
following relation:
𝜌𝜌⃗
𝜎𝜎 = � ,
𝐸𝐸�⃗

where 𝜌𝜌⃗ is the current density and 𝐸𝐸�⃗ is the applied electric field. At room temperature

most oxide glasses are insulators with conductivity values on the order of 10-19-10-7 Ω-1

cm-1 (Zarzycki, 1991). However, electronic conduction is known to be present in several
classes of glasses, including chalcogenide glasses composed of the chalcogen elements
alone or in combination with Tl, Ge, or elements of group V on the periodic table (P, As,
Sb, Bi).
Eight Ge-Te-I compositions were made for an analysis of conductivity. Twenty
grams of the desired elements were placed in a 9mm inner diameter silica tube for the
synthesis of the following samples: Ge20Te76I4, Ge20Te75I5, Ge20Te74I6, Ge20Te73I7,
Ge20Te72I8, Ge20Te71I9, and Ge20Te69I11. A slightly different thermal profile than that
shown in Figure 4.6 was used for the eight samples. It is known that annealing
chalcogenide glasses can cause a decrease in electrical conductivity (Popescu M. A.,
2000). The updated thermal profile is shown in Figure 4.8. All samples were polished
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into 4mm to 6mm squares, approximately 1mm in thickness for use in the conductivity
apparatus. An Ecopia HMS-3000 Hall Measurement System was then used to determine
the conductivity of the eight different Ge-Te-I samples.

Figure 4.8: Thermal treatment for the Ge-Te-I compositions for conductivity
measurement.
The conductivity was measured with the Ecopia HMS-3000 using a Hall
measurement with the van der Pauw technique. In this technique ohmic contacts are made
with each of the four sample corners, as shown in Figure 4.9, in order to calculate the
sheet resistance (Hall Effect Measurements, 2007). The sheet resistance, RS can be found
by solving the van der Pauw equation, which requires the measurement of two
characteristic resistance values RA and RB:
𝑒𝑒

−𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴

�𝑅𝑅
𝑆𝑆

+ 𝑒𝑒

−𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵

�𝑅𝑅
𝑆𝑆

= 1.

The bulk resistivity, r can then be calculated with the following equation:
𝑟𝑟 = 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 𝑑𝑑,

where d is the sample thickness. In order to calculate RA and RB a dc current I is applied
into contact 1 and out of contact 2. The voltage is then measured from contact 4 to
contact 3 giving V43. The current is then measured into contact 2 and out of contact 3,
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followed by a voltage measurement from contact 1 to 4 giving V14. RA and RB are then
calculated as follows:
𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴 = 𝑉𝑉43 𝐼𝐼12 and 𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵 = 𝑉𝑉14 𝐼𝐼23 .

The bulk conductivity can now be calculated as the conductivity is equivalent to the
reciprocal of the resistivity. The Hall voltage configuration is specifically seen in Figure
4.9. The measurement consists of a series of voltage measurements with a constant
current and constant magnetic field of 0.55T applied perpendicularly to the plane of the
sample. The same sample setup is used but V24 is measured as the hall voltage, from
which the carrier density may be determined.

Figure 4.9: Schematic of a square van der Pauw configuration (Hall Effect
Measurements, 2007).
4.3.3.5 Fibering
An initial fibering of a purified and non-purified Ge20Te73I7 glass was performed.
A 10mm diameter rod was obtained for both glasses as described in sections 4.3.1 and
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4.3.2. The glass preform, was placed in the furnace portion of the drawing tower shown
in Figure 3.6. The fibering procedure described in section 3.3.1 was followed with a
furnace temperature appropriate to each glass rod.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Ge-Te-I ternary system exploration
Exploration of the Ge-Te-I system was undertaken. Iodine was added in place of
gallium in the Ga-Ge-Te glasses in an effort to open up the glass network and decrease
the tendency of tellurium microcrystal formation. As an electronegative element, iodine
can form covalent bonds with tellurium thereby trapping the metallic electrons. In this
function, iodine is a terminal, non-bridging atom that acts as a chain breaker. As a result,
with a decreased propensity for the formation of tellurium microcrystals, it was
speculated that iodine will ultimately act as a glass network stabilizer.
A systematic investigation of the Ge-Te-I ternary system was completed through
the synthesis of 26 compositions, shown in Table 4.1. Glasses with 24%, 22%, 20%,
18%, and16% germanium were fabricated, with the substitution of increasing amounts of
iodine for tellurium. A few additional, interspersed compositions were also made. Glass
formation in the Ge-Te binary system has been explored, with particular success near the
composition

GeTe4(Popescu

M.

A.,

2000).

The

compositions

Ge19.9Te79.6I0.5,

Ge19.8Te79.2I1, Ge19.4Te77.6I3, and Ge19Te76I5 correspond to a Ge/Te ratio of 1/4 with the
addition of iodine. All other compositions contain either a deficient or excess amount of
tellurium.
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Figure 4.10: Ge-Te-I ternary system showing synthesized glass and glass ceramic
compositions.
4.4.2 Thermal properties
DSC was used to measure the Tg and Tx of each Ge-Te-I sample synthesized.
From these values ΔT was calculated as a unit of thermal stability comparison between
the glass compositions. A max imum ΔT v alue of 124°C was obtained for the glass
composition Ge20Te73I7. This is an increase of 11°C over the best found Ga-Ge-Te ΔT
value of 113°C.7 The DSC curve for the Ge20Te73I7 glass is shown in Figure 4.11, and the
results of all DSC measurements for the glasses in the Ge-Te-I system are given in Table
4.1.
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Figure 4.11: DSC curve of the Ge20Te73I7 glass composition showing the glass transition
and glass crystallization temperatures.
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Table 4.1: Characteristic temperatures (Tg, Tx) and stability criteria (ΔT) values of
glasses in the Ge-Te-I system.

4.4.3 Optical properties
In order to examine the value of Ge-Te-I glasses for use in the characterization of
organic and biologically relevant molecules such as CO2, a transmission spectrum of each
composition was obtained. Compositions 2-8 listed in Table 4.1 are assumed to be glass
ceramics as no transmission resulted, but a glass transition temperature was clearly
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visible. All other compositions had both a Tg and an excellent transmission window
extending from 2-20 microns as shown in Figure 4.12.

a
b
c
d

Figure 4.12: Optical transmission spectra of the glasses: a) Ge20Se73I7, t=1.93mm; b)
Ge20Te77I3, t=1.28mm; c) Ge20Te73I7, t=1.25mm; and d) Ge20Te75I5, t=1.22mm.
The best found composition, Ge20Te73I7, and three additional compositions
Ge20Te75I5, Ge20Te77I3 and Ge20Se73I7 were used for comparison and analysis. The same
glass composition, with all tellurium substituted by selenium, was made in order to see
the effect of tellurium as compared to selenium on the transmission range and mechanical
properties. As shown in Figure 4.12 the transmission range does not noticeably change
with a distinctive change in the amount of tellurium. However, when the tellurium is
substituted by selenium, the transmission window stops much shorter at about 16
microns. Like the other Ge-Te-I compositions, the three Ge-Te-I glasses in the plot have
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an effective transmission window between 2-20 microns. The feature at approximately 13
microns, attributed to Ge-O at 13 microns and possibly Te-O at 13.6 microns, is present
only for the Ge20Te77I3 glasses. Germanium and tellurium were freshly broken for the
synthesis of all Ge-Te-I glasses. Some of the FTIR spectra for the 19 Ge-Te-I
compositions contained a feature at this location while others did not. It is not known
why this oxide contamination is present in some of the glasses but not in others.
To more explicitly show the potential ability of Ge20Te73I7 glass for use in biosensing applications, its spectrum is compared to that of CO2 and Ge20Se73I7. As shown in
Figure 4.13, it is clear that the two distinctive CO2 absorption bands, located at roughly 4
microns and 15 microns, lie well within the excellent transparency region of the glass. It
is also evident that the Ge20Se73I7 glass does not have a sufficiently large transmission
window. Furthermore, in fiber form the absorption feature at approximately 13 microns
would be augmented to the point of causing an even more premature IR window cutoff.
The Ge20Te73I7 spectrum, unlike the Ge20Se73I7 and Ga-Ge-Te glasses, does not show any
such absorption band that would indicate a premature cut off in transparency. These
spectra demonstrate the potential of the Ge20Te73I7 glass for use in the design of planar
waveguides and fibers operating at wavelengths sufficient for the infrared sensing of
organic and biologically relevant molecules.
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Figure 4.13: Spectrum of the Ge20Te73I7 glass as compared to that of CO2 and Ge20Se73I7.
It is evident that the Ge-Te-I glass transmission window nicely encompasses the two
main absorption features of CO2 while the Ge-Se-I glass does not (Wilhelm, BoussardPlédel, Coulombier, Lucas, Bureau, & Lucas, 2007).
4.4.4 Mechanical and other properties
Density, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, Hardness and coefficient of thermal
expansion values were obtained for the above mentioned glasses. The measured values
are summarized in Table 4.2 along with values for Ge30Se70 for comparison. The Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio values of the Ge-Te-I glasses compare well with the
chalcogenide glass Ge30Se70. However, the Ge-Te-I glasses are noticeably softer, with
hardness values closer to those documented for TAS glass, around 1.3 GPa (Pouvreau, et
al., 2003). A hardness value was not obtained for the Ge20Se73I7 glass. A clear indentation
was not obtained, even with a wide range of both load and load time. A coefficient of
thermal expansion value was also not obtained for this glass.
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Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of a series of Ge-Te-I glasses, along with Ge20Se73I7
and Ge30Se70 for comparison.

4.4.5 Glass stability and reproducibility
The stability of the iodine in the Ge-Te-I glasses was of concern. Once removed
from the silica tube, the glass sample was placed in a plastic container along with paper
towel. Over time the paper towel turned a dark shade of brown, as shown in Figure 4.14,
believed to be due to iodine that remained on the surface of the glass. This discoloration
of the paper towel occurred mainly with tiny pieces of Ge-Te-I glass from the top portion
of the silica tube, and also the top of the glass rod. When a glass rod was wrapped in
paper towel for two weeks, the paper towel turned brown only near the very top of the
rod. Furthermore, when cut and polished pieces of glass were left in a container with
paper towel, for over one year, no brown discoloration resulted. It is therefore believed
that excess iodine is present on the surface of pieces of glass from the top of the silica
tube. This was investigated further by cleaning the surface of a Ge-Te-I rod with carbon
tetrachloride. No violet color resulted and it is therefore assumed that the Ge-Te-I rod is
stable whereas the small pieces of glass present at the top portion of the silica tube are
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not. It is clear that not all iodine is incorporated into the glass. However, the Ge20Te73I7
composition was fabricated, in both 10g and 40g sample sizes, multiple times with rather
consistent Tg and Tx results, as can be seen in Table 4.3, despite the instability of the
iodine.

Figure 4.14: Images of a) pieces from the top, thin portion of a 40g rod of Ge20Te73I7 as
compared to b) a polished section from the middle of the same rod after storage for one
year.
Table 4.3: Thermal reproducibility results for multiple Ge20Te73I7 glasses.
No.
1
2
3(purified)
4
5
6
7 (H2O)
8 (H2O)
9
10
11(purified)

Glass
Composition
Ge20Te73I7
Ge20Te73I7
Ge20Te73I7
Ge20Te73I7
Ge20Te73I7
Ge20Te73I7
Ge20Te73I7
Ge20Te73I7
Ge20Te73I7
Ge20Te73I7
Ge20Te73I7

Sample Size
Tg (°C) Tx (°C)
(g)
40
150
274
40
149
278
40
149
272
40
284
150
10
149
270
10
149
268
10
147
251
10
149
266
40
149
270
10
149
271
40
149
270

T = Tx-Tg
(°C)
124
129
123
134
121
119
104
117
121
122
121
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Purification of the Ge20Te73I7 glass was attempted using a dual chamber silica tube
with filter, as described in the experimental section above. Glass number 3 and glass
number 11 in Table 4.3 were purified using this procedure in an attempt to determine the
consistency of thermal results with and without purification. There was also interest in
obtaining a 40g purified rod for fibering, as discussed further in section 4.4.7. Both of the
purified glass rods contained defects on the surface, ranging from small holes to
indentations. The first purification produced glass rod (a) in Figure 4.15. The surface of
this rod was heavily cratered, with more defects than any other glass rod fabricated. The
second purification attempt resulted in glass rod (b) in Figure 4.15. The surface, although
still not uniform and completely smooth, appears much better than the surface of the rod
from the first purification. New tellurium, kept in a glove box, was used in the second
purification as surface pitting was a problem in other tellurium based glasses synthesized
in the laboratory during this time.

Figure 4.15: Results of the two Ge20Te73I7 purification syntheses: (a) Ge20Te73I7 glass 3
and (b) Ge20Te73I7 glass 11.
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4.4.6 Conductivity
4.4.6.1 Conductivity experiments
The conductivities of a number of Ge-Te-I compositions were measured in an
effort to examine as many of the glass properties as possible. Initially conductivity values
were measured for the three compositions Ge20Te73I7, Ge20Te75I5, and Ge20Te77I3 in
Rennes. Conductivity values on the order of 10-3, 10-4, and 10-5 Ohm-1cm-1 for 7%, 5%
and 3% iodine, respectively, were obtained. As seen in Figure 4.17, an increase in iodine
leads to an exponential increase in conductivity. However, the corresponding band gap
energies do not follow the expected trend. As the conductivity increases the band gap
energy also increases. Due to the very interesting conductivity value measured for
Ge20Te73I7, additional Ge-Te-I samples were synthesized in Rennes for further
conductivity study.

Conductivity (Ω-1cm-1)

1.0E-03
1.0E-04
1.0E-05
1.0E-06
1.0E-07
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8

Iodine (%)
Figure 4.16: Plot showing the exponential increase in conductivity seen due to an
increase in iodine content for the compositions Ge20Te77I3, Ge20Te75I5, and Ge20Te77I3.
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Figure 4.17: An unexpected relation between conductivity and band gap energy was
found. As compared to Figure 4.16, as the % Iodine increases so does the band gap
energy while the conductivity also increases.
Eight additional Ge-Te-I samples were made for a more extensive analysis of
conductivity. The following samples were studied: Ge20Te76I4, Ge20Te75I5, Ge20Te74I6,
Ge20Te73I7, Ge20Te72I8, Ge20Te71I9, and Ge20Te69I11. Three conductivity values were
obtained from a single rod of each of the eight Ge-Te-I compositions. A sample was
taken from the beginning, middle and end of each rod in order to determine if the
conductivity was consistent throughout the length of the rod. For the previous
experiment, sample disks were taken from the center of the glass rod only. Resulting
conductivity values are shown in Table 4.4. It can be seen from Figure 4.18 that
conductivity values are up to an order of magnitude higher for center samples than
samples taken from the ends of Ge-Te-I glass rods with larger quantities of iodine.
Therefore, despite the reproducibility and observed stability in Tg mentioned in section
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4.4.5, the conductivity was found to be inconsistent throughout the length of a glass rod.
The degree of disparity in these conductivity values increases as the amount of iodine in
the glass increases. This is potentially due to a non-uniform distribution of iodine
throughout the glass rod, which is augmented with an increased quantity of iodine. As
mentioned in section 4.4.5 it is clear that not all iodine is incorporated into the glass, with
larger amounts of iodine present on the surface of the end of the rod. It is therefore
assumed that the stability and/or uniform distribution of iodine in the glass decreases as
the quantity of iodine added increases, thereby affecting the conductivity throughout the
length of the rod.
UV-Vis spectra were also obtained for the 8 Ge-Te-I samples. As with the 3
samples in the initial Ge-Te-I conductivity experiments, an increasing quantity of iodine
in the glass corresponds to a shift in the band gap to lower wavelength values. Although
still not the expected trend, these results reproduce the trend found between conductivity
and band gap energy for the three initial conductivity compositions.
Table 4.4: Conductivity values obtained for samples from the beginning, middle and end
of each of 8 Ge-Te-I glass compositions.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of conductivity values measured for samples from the
beginning, middle and end of different Ge-Te-I glass rods.
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Figure 4.19: UV-Vis spectra of the band-gap region for each of the 8 Ge-Te-I
compositions.
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4.4.7 Fibering
Both the purified and the non-purified 40g rods of Ge20Te73I7 glass were
successfully drawn into fiber and attenuation spectra obtained. The same cutback method
as that used with the Te2As3Se5 glass in chapter 3 was utilized here. As can be seen in
Figure 4.20, the purification step successfully removed oxide contamination from the
glass. The absorption band at approximately 14 microns is attributed to the Ge-O
vibrational bond, an indication of oxygen impurity in the glass. An image of this
Ge20Te73I7 fiber on the fibering drum is shown in Figure 4.21. These initial fiberings are
very encouraging, with room for improvement through future optimization of the glass
composition and fiber drawing parameters.

(b)
(a)

Figure 4.20: Attenuation curves for both the (a) purified and (b) non-purified Ge20Te73I7
glasses. The contaminants are successfully removed with purification, as seen by the
disappearance of the Ge-O absorption band.
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Figure 4.21: Ge20Te73I7 glass fiber on a Styrofoam fibering drum.
4.4.8 Molding
The molding ability of the best Ge-Te-I glass was also tested. However, this test
was not completed by the author but by Mr. Quentin Coulombier, a Ph.D. student at the
University of Rennes, and is described here for completeness of the investigation into the
use of this glass for space and bio-sensing applications. The molding ability of the glass
is of interest due to its potential for producing optical elements. The manufacturing of
such sophisticated infrared optics is typically quite costly, requiring mechanical
operations such as diamond turning. Therefore, the ability to easily mold an infrared glass
with no loss in transmission is of great potential value. A viscosity measurement of a
10mm diameter and 5.5mm thick sample of Ge20Te73I7 was completed at the University
of Rennes and can be seen in Figure 4.22 (Wilhelm, Boussard-Plédel, Coulombier,
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Lucas, Bureau, & Lucas, 2007). The sample was heated from Tg, 150°C, up to 230°C. At
Tg the viscosity starts at approximately 1012 poises and decreases to 106 poises at 230°C.
Typically molding under a moderate pressure requires a viscosity between 1010 and 109
poises. From Figure 4.22 it is apparent that a potentially adequate viscosity is reached at
175°C, which as shown in Figure 4.11, is a good distance away from the crystallization
temperature at 274°C.
To determine if these values were in fact sufficient a molding experiment was
completed. As shown in the top left of Figure 4.22, a 5mm thick, 10mm diameter sample
was heated for 30 minutes at 185°C (approximately 108.5 poises) with a 1.2kg weight
placed on top of the sample. A Pyrex glass plate was placed in between the sample and
the weight in order to more evenly distribute the weight across the surface area of the
sample. Two small silica spacers were used to prevent the sample from overly decreasing
in height. The sample was compressed into a disk 13mm in diameter and 2.8mm thick.
As shown in the bottom right of Figure 4.22, no change in transmission is observed after
compression as compared to the original sample before deformation. These results are
very promising for the use of this glass in the creation of sophisticated optics as
successful molding is possible without detriment to the excellent transparency of the
glass.
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Figure 4.22: Viscosity temperature relationship for the Ge20Te73I7 glass. The top left
image shows the effect of compression at 185 °C, while the bottom right shows that no
loss in transmission results from molding (Wilhelm, Boussard-Plédel, Coulombier,
Lucas, Bureau, & Lucas, 2007).
4.5 Discussion
An exploration of the Ge-Te-I ternary system has been conducted. It has been
determined that glasses in this system have Tg values between 139°C and 174°C, and ΔT

values between 64°C and 124°C. Furthermore, the glasses have an excellent transmission
window extending from 2μm to 20μm. This transparency region is only slightly less than
that of the glasses in the Ga-Ge-Te system, and the transmission window still
encompasses the 15μm CO2 absorption as well as the biologically relevant region
between 2-16μm. Moreover, no absorption feature is present at long wavelengths as was
seen in the Ga-Ge-Te spectrum, indicating that the Ge-Te-I glass would also have an
excellent transmission window in fiber form. Concerns about the stability of iodine in the
glass have been examined with the conclusion that both the glass rod and cut disks do not
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release an observable amount of iodine over the course of more than one year. Moreover,
the thermal properties of eleven Ge20Te73I7 purified and non-purified, as well as 10g and
40g samples were measured to further determine the stability and reproducibility of the
glass (Table 4.3).
The Ge20Te73I7 glass was found to be the most thermally stable composition with
a ΔT value of 124°C (Figure 4.11). This is 11°C greater than the ΔT value of the best Ga-

Ge-Te composition (Sylvain, Houizot, Boussard-Pledel, Zhang, Smektala, & Lucas,
2006). Furthermore, this Ge-Te-I composition has been successfully molded and fibered
with transmission and attenuation spectra shown in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.20. These
results are very promising towards the development of sophisticated and complex space
optics, as well as biological sensors. A number of material properties were measured to
further study the Ge-Te-I system of glasses. Of most interest was the conductivity of the
glass. An initial measurement of the conductivity of the Ge20Te73I7 glass was found to be
on the order of 10-3 Ohm-1cm-1. A more extensive investigation into the conductivity of
the Ge-Te-I glasses revealed that for compositions with larger iodine content the
conductivity is quite inconsistent along the length of a glass rod (Figure 4.18). Overall,
the excellent transmission window, molding and fibering ability, and interesting
conductivity of the Ge20Te73I7 glass make it an interesting candidate for use in both space
and biological sensing applications.
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CHAPTER 5: ELECTRO-DEPOSITION EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Introduction
The technique of fiber evanescent wave spectroscopy (FEWS) has been proven to
be very efficient for the remote detection of biologically relevant molecules. In FEWS, an
IR transmitting fiber acts as a waveguide that permits the remote collection of a
molecules’ IR spectra. This technique could be efficiently applied to the detection of
hazardous bio-molecules in a number of different settings. For example, despite the
application of a multi-barrier treatment approach for municipal water, outbreaks
associated with the contamination of tap water continue to occur in the United States
(Calderon, 2004). An etiological agent is not determined in approximately half of all
identified drinking water outbreaks; however, the characteristics of the causative agent
frequently indicate a virus (Vargas, Wilhelm, Williams, Riley, Reynolds, & Lucas, 2009).
Current viral detection methods have high specificity, but they are costly, time
consuming, require extensive laboratory preparation, and have difficulties being adapted
to new and emerging viruses. Therefore, there is an apparent need for rapid and effective
methods of virus collection, detection, and identification for the assurance of water
security and water quality.
One of the limitations of bio-optic sensing lies in the very small number of biomolecules which must be detected in large aqueous sample volumes. A sample volume of
approximately 40 liters is required from surface waters to obtain good statistics on
contamination. With this in mind, it was realized that biological molecules could
potentially be driven to the surface of a conductive optical element with the application of
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an electric field, thereby increasing detection efficiency. The biological species could
then migrate to the surface of the sensing element, through electrophoretic movement, to
enable in situ infrared spectroscopic identification and characterization. The development
of a sensor capable of such real time viral analysis is critical for the continuous
monitoring and safety of water supplies.
With an electrically conductive glass optical element acting as one electrode, ITO
acting as the counter electrode, and application of a voltage differential, charged
biological molecules may be driven to the surface of the charged sensing element through
electrophoretic movement. Such an optical element would not only require good
rheological properties, chemical stability, and an excellent transmission window in the
IR, but it would also need to be significantly electrically conductive. It was discovered
that the Ge-Te-I glass has an unusually high conductivity, which could fulfill this
requirement. However, in order to first prove the concept of electrical migration, a
germanium ATR crystal was used as an electrode in place of the Ge-Te-I glass. A
schematic of the electro-deposition setup is shown in Figure 5.1. Germanium has a
conductivity value of around 10-2 Ω-1cm-1, is readily available in ATR trapezoid form,
and also has the desired extended transmission window required for biological sensing
applications.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the electro-deposition set-up: in this example, the negatively
charged bio-molecule will be driven to the surface of the charged Ge-Te-I ATR plate.
5.2 Background
5.2.1 Current viral detection methods in aqueous environments
Current pathogen detection in aqueous environments, such as treated and surface
waters, is typically undertaken with hollow fiber concentrators. These devices contain
passive fibers that separate and collect viruses based on mass and charge. The process of
filtration, concentration, and elution of aqueous samples is described in detail in the two
references from the Manual of Environmental Microbiology (Hurst & Reynolds,
Detection of viruses in environmental waters, sewage and sewage sludges, 2002), (Hurst
& Reynolds, Sampling viruses from soil, 2002). After this process the use of cell culture,
polymerase chain reaction (PCC), or integrated cell culture PCR (ICC-PCR), a
combination of the previous two techniques, can be utilized to detect and identify viruses
present in aqueous samples.
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5.2.1.1 Cell culture
The use of cell culture alone in the search for viruses in aqueous environments has
a number of pros and cons. This technique allows for the testing of relatively larger
sample volumes, typically between 1ml and 7ml, and also permits a direct measure of the
infectivity of a sample. However, using cell culture alone to detect infectious viruses in
aqueous environments is time consuming, costly, and can require between 4 and 30 days
for virus detection (Greening, Hewitt, & Lewis, 2002). Although relatively large sample
volumes can be tested, the time required to obtain results of a confirmed pathogen make
this technique impractical for use in the routine monitoring of environmental sources
(Reynolds K. A., 2004). Moreover, a single cell line may support the growth of a variety
of different viruses, thereby preventing the identification of the specific virus and
requiring the use of multiple cell lines for proper identification. However, not all viruses
are culturable. Lastly, the toxicity of cells to compounds from the environment can result
in false positive results.
5.2.1.2 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
Various PCR molecular assays, like reverse transcription-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR), are highly sensitive to viruses in aqueous environments and were
developed to directly detect a wide range of viruses. In PCR, nucleotide primers are used
to rapidly and specifically amplify the sequences of target virus molecules (Reynolds K.
A., 2004). With this technique it is possible to identify non-culturable viruses, and
definitive results are available within one to two days; tasks that are not possible with cell
culture alone. However, PCR can provide an inaccurate estimate of infectious virus
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contamination because both infectious and inactivated viruses are detected with this
technique resulting in the overestimation of viral infection (Greening, Hewitt, & Lewis,
2002). The sensitivity of PCR is based on the number of viral particles in the sample
volume analyzed. However, only minute quantities of the original sample are actually
tested, often between 10μL and 100μL, which can be problematic in samples with a very
small number of viruses present. Furthermore, certain proteins, metals, salts, and other
compounds naturally occurring in the environment can inhibit reaction enzymes from
amplifying a target sequence. These so called PCR-inhibitory compounds can thus
produce false negative results for the presence of viruses in the tested sample. Table 5.1
provides information and a comparison on the advantages and disadvantages of both cell
culture and PCR alone (Rodríguez, Pepper, & Gerba, 2009).
Table 5.1: Advantages and disadvantages of the use of cell culture and PCR for detection
of viruses from water (Rodríguez, Pepper, & Gerba, 2009).
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5.2.1.3 Integrated cell culture PCR (ICC-PCR)
ICC-PCR is a combined technique that has overcome many of the disadvantages
associated with cell culture and PCR alone. As with the cell culture method, the testing of
relatively large sample volumes is possible without the limitations of cell culture toxicity
or PCR inhibition (Reynolds K. A., 2004). Inhibition is overcome by the dilution of the
sample volume that occurs with the addition of cell culture media. Therefore, the false
positive and negative results that often plague cell culture and PCR alone are remedied
with integrated cell culture PCR. This technique provides fast, sensitive detection of
viruses in an aqueous environment and confirms the presence of an infectious virus
within three days of sampling (Murrin & Slade, 1997), (Reynolds, Gerba, & Pepper,
1997). However, there are still limitations with this technique, namely that one must have
access to both a cell culture and molecular laboratory, and viruses still must be culturable
to be detected. The advantages and disadvantages of this technique are described in Table
5.2 (Rodríguez, Pepper, & Gerba, 2009). Moreover, all three of the above described
techniques require the use of a laboratory to analyze samples that must be pre-collected in
the field.
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Table 5.2: Advantages and disadvantages of ICC-PCR and modifications for detection of
viruses from water (Rodríguez, Pepper, & Gerba, 2009).

5.2.2 Isoelectric point (pI)
Biological species such as viruses carry a net charge that varies depending on the
pH of the surrounding solution. This net electrical charge is dictated by the isoelectric
point, or pI, of the species. The pI is the pH value at which the molecule carries no net
charge. In other words, the molecule has an equal number of positive and negative
charges and as a result the molecule will not migrate when placed in an electric field
(Worth, 1995). In a solution with pH greater than the species pI the molecule carries a net
negative charge, while the molecule carries a net positive charge in a solution with pH
lower than the pI. These charges have the potential to induce migration of the molecule in
response to an applied electric field.
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5.2.3 Electrophoretic movement
Electrophoresis is defined as the movement of suspended particles through a fluid
or gel under the action of an electromotive force applied to electrodes in contact with the
suspension. In the experimental electrophoresis type cell shown in Figure 5.1, the anode
is the terminal toward which negatively charged molecules will migrate upon application
of an electric field. The cathode, contrarily, is the electrode toward which positively
charged molecules will migrate. In the present experiments the same principle of
electrophoretic deposition is utilized. Virus or protein molecules, suspended in tap water,
migrate due to an applied electric field (electrophoresis) and are then deposited on the
surface of an ATR optical element electrode (electro-deposition).
5.2.4 Principle of attenuated total reflectance (ATR) spectroscopy
ATR spectroscopy utilizes the phenomenon of total internal reflection. When light
passes from one material into a second, with the index of refraction of the first material,
n1, being greater than that of the second, n2, the light bends away from the normal
(Giancoli, 2000). At a certain angle of incidence the angle of refraction will be 90° away
from normal, and the refracted ray will thus travel along the interface between the two
materials. The angle at which this occurs is called the critical angle, θc, which is defined
by Snell’s law, in two dimensions, as
𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 �

𝑛𝑛2
�,
𝑛𝑛1

where n1 is the index of refraction of the more dense material, in this case the germanium
or Ge-Te-I ATR plate, and n2 is the index of refraction of the aqueous sample. An angle
of incidence greater than this critical angle will result in total internal reflection of the
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light in the ATR plate, as seen for a PMMA slab in Figure 5.2 (Total internal reflection,
2009).

Figure 5.2: Total internal reflection of HeNe laser light in PMMA (Total internal
reflection, 2009).
When the conditions for total internal reflection are satisfied, evanescent waves,
or surface waves, result. In the case of the performed experiments, the evanescent waves
travel along the interface between the Ge or Ge-Te-I ATR plate and the aqueous sample
in contact with its surface. The amplitude of the evanescent wave, or the electric field 𝐸𝐸,

decays exponentially with distance from this interface, at which 𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸0 , according to the

following equation

𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸0 exp �−

2𝜋𝜋
2 ]1⁄2
[𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 𝜃𝜃 − 𝑛𝑛21
𝑍𝑍�,
𝜆𝜆1

where 𝜆𝜆1 = 𝜆𝜆⁄𝑛𝑛1 is the wavelength of the radiation in the higher refractive index

medium, 𝜆𝜆 is the wavelength in free space, 𝑛𝑛21 = 𝑛𝑛2 ⁄𝑛𝑛1 , and 𝑍𝑍 is the distance into the
lower refractive index medium from the interface (Internal Reflection Spectroscopy:
Theory and Applications, 1992). To assess the penetration depth of the evanescent field
into the aqueous sample normal to the interface, a parameter called the penetration depth,
𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 , was introduced by Harrick and du Pré (Harrick & du Pre, 1966). The penetration
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depth is defined as the depth at which 𝐸𝐸decays to a value of 𝐸𝐸0 exp
(−1), and can be
determined using the following equation:
𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 =

𝜆𝜆1
�(2𝜋𝜋[𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 𝜃𝜃 − 𝑛𝑛2 ]1⁄2 ).
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The detection principle of ATR spectroscopy is based on the absorption of the
evanescent wave by substances in contact with the ATR plate’s surface. As shown in
Figure 5.3, in total internal reflection essentially no reduction in the propagating wave
intensity occurs, whereas in attenuated total reflection characteristic absorptions from a
sample within the evanescent wave results in a decrease, or attenuation, of wave
intensity. This evanescent wave extends approximately one micron above the ATR
plate’s surface, interacting with the aqueous solution above. The electromagnetic energy
is then selectively absorbed by the substance in contact with the ATR plate. The light
travelling through the plate loses energy at the specific wavelengths where this substance
absorbs and is then recorded at the detector providing an IR spectrum. A side view
schematic of the ATR setup is shown in Figure 5.4. The resulting spectrum is unique to
the molecules sampled because the absorptions are characteristic of and specific to the
absorbing medium. Therefore, an IR spectrum can be used to identify and differentiate
molecules in solution.
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Total Internal Reflection

Attenuated Total Reflection : ATR

Figure 5.3: Total internal reflection versus attenuated total reflection. In total internal
reflection no evanescent wave energy is lost, whereas in ATR the media in contact with
the optical element’s surface absorbs energy from the evanescent wave thereby
attenuating the propagating wave.
Sample in contact with evanescent wave

To Detector

IR Beam
Ge ATR Crystal

Figure 5.4: Attenuated total reflection in the experimental setup. The aqueous solution
containing virus or protein molecules is put into contact with the ATR plate for
identification of interacting biological molecules.
5.2.5 Fingerprint region
The IR fingerprint region for biological and biologically relevant molecules
contains a great deal of information on the identity of a molecule. At wavenumbers
greater than 1500cm-1 it is possible to make a peak assignment to each absorption band
present (Stuart, 1997). Although there are still biologically relevant features, this is not
the case for many of the absorption bands above 1500cm-1; some of which are shown in
Table 5.3 (Riley, et al., 2006). The region between approximately 1500 – 600 cm-1 is
called the fingerprint region because it is within this range that even very similar
molecules show quite distinct and unique IR absorption features (Stuart, 1997).
Therefore, through analysis of peaks present within this fingerprint region, different
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biological molecules, such as various viruses and protein, can be distinguished and
identified.
Table 5.3: Notable peak assignments for biological molecules

5.3 Methodology and overview of techniques
5.3.1 Electro-deposition apparatus
Electro-deposition was performed using an ATR apparatus in a Bruker FTIR with
an applied voltage. A 45-degree trapezoid ATR plate was used as the waveguide and
sensor for FTIR/ATR spectroscopy, and as an electrode for electro-deposition. The ATR
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plate was placed inside an ATR trough plate housing fabricated out of plastic, a
schematic of which is shown in Figure 5.5. A 0.015-inch thick rectangular PTFE gasket
was placed in between the plastic ATR housing and the ATR plate to prevent leaking.
Aluminum foil, which completely covered the bottom surface area of the ATR plate, was
then placed beneath the ATR plate and held in position with a screwed in plastic base.
The solution containing the protein or virus was placed in the trough above the ATR plate
and on top of this was placed a piece of ITO acting as the other electrode. The positioning
of the aluminum, PTFE gasket, ITO and solution are shown in Figure 5.6. One end of the
ITO was covered in silver paint so that a better connection to the power supply could be
made.

Power supply

Power supply

Figure 5.5: Schematic of plastic ATR housing used in electro-deposition experiments.
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ITO

Teflon Gasket
ATR Plate
Aluminum

Figure 5.6: Cross sectional view of the electro-deposition set-up showing the positions of
the virus or protein solution, teflon gasket, and aluminum foil not visible in Fig. 6-2.
5.3.2 Protein and virus for analysis
The protein and virus selected for study are bovine serum albumin (BSA) and the
bacteriophage MS2, respectively. The BSA obtained from Sigma (Cat. # A-3059) is a
further purified fraction V, ~99%, lyophilized powder. BSA is a protein that is found in
bodily fluids and the tissue of mammals, and is easily solubilized in water to form a
stable solution (Sigma Aldrich, 2000). The protein was dissolved at a quantity of 10mg
BSA per milliliter of tap or deionized water. The virus selected for study was MS2, a
bacteriophage that infects E. coli and a human virus surrogate (Miles, Gerba, Pepper, &
Reynolds, 2009). MS2 is a spherical virus with a diameter of approximately 27nm
(Penrod, Olson, & Grant, 1996). A concentration of 109 pfu, plaque forming units, per
milliliter of tap water was used in experimentation. BSA has a pI of 4.9 while MS2 has a
pI of 3.9 at 25°C (Sigma Aldrich, 2000), (Overby, Barlow, Doi, Jacob, & Spiegelman,
1966).
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The main markers used for identification of the protein and virus in these
experiments are the amide peaks and sugar peaks, respectively. The amide I and II peaks
are signature protein peaks that are very distinct, easily identified, and a clear marker of
biological molecules. The amide I peak is located around 1650cm-1 while the amide II
peak is at approximately 1540cm-1, as described in Table 5.3. Spectra for both BSA and
MS2 will contain these protein peaks. However, the MS2 spectra will also contain
phospholipid and carbohydrate peaks located at approximately 1209cm-1 and 1151cm-1
respectively. These peaks, highlighted in Figure 5.7, will not only be used to affirm
deposition, but are also a means of differentiating BSA from MS2 when analyzing their
spectra.

Figure 5.7: Vibrational modes characteristic of most biologically relevant molecules with
the amide I and II peaks highlighted in green, phospholipid peaks highlighted in yellow
and the sugar peaks highlighted in red. As mentioned above the labeled regions
correspond to: (A) O–H elongation of water, (B) amide A and B of proteins, (C) CH2 ,
CH3 of lipids, (D) saturation due to Se–H bonds from the TAS fiber, (E) amide I and II
of proteins, (F) fatty acids and amino acids, (G) phospholipids and nucleic acids, and (H)
polysaccharides (Lucas, et al., 2005).
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5.3.3 Bio-sensing experiment
A Bruker Tensor 27 FTIR was used to conduct the electro-deposition experiment.
The electro-deposition apparatus described above was used in a PIKE ATR accessory to
the FTIR. The ATR plate and ITO electrodes were connected by alligator clip to an
Instek laboratory DC power supply (model # GPS: 3030DD). Approximately 1.8ml of the
protein or virus in tap water solution was then placed above the ATR plate. A scan of the
sample solution in the ATR trough, with both electrodes in place, and no applied voltage
was used as the background. The virus or protein solution was used as a background
instead of simply using water in order to account for any molecules already within the
evanescent wave before deposition. A voltage, typically between 1.0V and 1.1V, was
then applied and FTIR/ATR spectra were obtained in real time.
5.4 Proof of concept: Ge ATR plate
An initial proof of concept investigation into the feasibility of electro-deposition
and spectroscopic detection of protein and virus in an aqueous environment has been
conducted with a germanium ATR crystal purchased from Pike Technologies (Product #
310-8010430). Both the protein BSA and the virus MS2 were successfully deposited on a
Ge ATR crystal, as observed by an increase in height of certain spectral features, namely
the amide I and II peaks, as seen in Figure 5.9, and phospholipid and carbohydrate peaks,
shown in Figure 5.15, respectively. It was also found that without an applied voltage no
deposition of BSA occurred, confirming that the applied voltage is driving the protein to
the germanium surface. Furthermore, upon reversal of the voltage polarity BSA was
removed from the germanium surface as evident by a decrease in height of the amide I
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and II peaks. It was also determined that the spectra of BSA and MS2 can be
differentiated, a necessity in the identification of different biological molecules.
5.4.1 Initial Electro-deposition Experiments
A number of experimental parameters were initially tested for optimization of the
electro-deposition

procedure.

After

determining

that

electro-deposition

would

successfully occur with an applied voltage of 1.0V, a number of adhesives and sealants
were tested in an attempt to create a watertight seal between the Ge ATR plate and the
plastic ATR housing. Silicone, modeler’s glue, and Apiezon grease were chosen as
potential, nonpermanent sealants. However, over the course of many hours under an
applied voltage and in contact with solution, each of these potential sealants failed.
Therefore, in an attempt to find an inert material that would not be affected by the
solution or applied voltage, a rectangular PTFE gasket was created to fit in between the
crystal and ATR plate. Initially, aluminum foil was used as the counter electrode.
However, the inability to see through the material proved to be a hindrance. Tap water
replacement is required throughout the course of the experiment and with the aluminum it
was impossible to see when an air bubble began to form. Therefore, due to its
transparency and conductivity ITO was used in place of aluminum as the counter
electrode.
Once the issue of leaking had been successfully addressed, optimization of the
applied voltage was investigated. Six different voltages were tested including 0.9V, 1.0V,
1.1V, 1.2V, 1.3V and 1.5V. The protein BSA was used in these experiments due to its
low cost and good solubility in tap water. In all six experiments, approximately 1.8ml of
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10mg BSA per milliliter of tap water solution, with a pH of roughly 7.5, was placed in
the trough above the Ge ATR plate. With a pI value of 4.9 at room temperature, the BSA
molecules carry a net negative charge in a pH 7.5 solution. Therefore, the ITO acted as
the cathode and the Ge ATR plate the anode so as to drive the negatively charged BSA
protein to the surface of the Ge plate. The background spectrum was taken with the BSA
solution in the ATR plate trough and both electrodes in place, but with no applied
voltage. The desired voltage was then applied and infrared spectra were obtained every 1
to 20 minutes, over the course of 2 hours and 40 minutes. The height of the amide I peak
was analyzed as an indication of the quantity of BSA deposited on the germanium ATR
plate with time. A similar increase in amide II peak height was also seen. The results of
all six experiments can be seen in Figure 5.8.
An optimum voltage of 1.1V was found through this experimentation. With an
applied voltage of 1.2 volts and above the ITO was reduced, progressively turning an
opaque brown and removing the desired transparent feature of the ITO. Furthermore,
with an applied voltage of 1.3 and 1.5 volts, a relatively small amount of deposition is
obtained. This is potentially due not only to the breakdown of the ITO, but also to the
larger voltage applied to the system and its effect on the protein. Therefore, despite the
deposition seen with 1.2 volts, the lack of transparency ruled this voltage out along with
any higher voltage. From the remaining voltages, 1.1V provided a consistent, good rate
of deposition, as can be seen in the plot of amide I peak height with time in Figure 5.8.
An applied voltage of 1.1V was thus used for subsequent experiments.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the effects of applied voltage on BSA deposition. All results
are displayed for a total deposition time of 160 minutes.
5.4.2 Significant time length experiment
The next experiment completed matched the conditions described in section 6.4.1,
with an applied voltage of 1.1V, but with a significantly extended deposition time.
Continuous deposition appeared to occur over the course of 160 minutes, but it was not
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clear how long such deposition would continue. Therefore, the same experiment was
conducted for 380 minutes. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.9 and
Figure 5.10. Figure 5.9 shows the amide I and II peaks from each spectrum taken every
one to twenty minutes over the course of 380 minutes. These peaks increase in height
continuously over the course of the experiment. As mentioned earlier, an increase in peak
height indicates an increased number of BSA molecules deposited on the ATR plate
surface as the number of molecules within the evanescent field has increased resulting in
an increased signal. Amide I and II peak height data has been plotted versus time in
Figure 5.10. The continuous increase in peak height with time is even more apparent and
indicates a continuous BSA deposition during the entire experiment.
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Figure 5.9: Amide I and II peak height growth corresponding to the deposition of BSA
with an applied voltage of 1.1V.
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Figure 5.10: Increasing amide I and II peak height indicates an increasing number of
BSA molecules deposited on the ATR plate surface.
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5.4.3 Analysis of no voltage vs. applied voltage
Upon obtaining results indicating the successful deposition of BSA, the next step
was to ensure that deposition was not the result of particles settling due to gravity. In an
attempt to verify that the BSA was driven electrophoretically to the surface of the Ge
ATR plate, as opposed to just settling on the plate with time, an experiment was
performed with no applied voltage. The same experimental parameters were used. 1.8ml
of 10mg BSA per milliliter pH 7.5 tap water solution was placed in the trough above the
Ge plate. The ITO cathode was placed on top of the trough and both electrodes were
connected to the power supply. A background spectrum was then taken. Spectra were
collected for 130 minutes with no applied voltage. After this time, the power supply was
turned on and a voltage of 1.1V was applied. Spectra were recorded continuously for the
next hour and a half, still using the same initial background spectrum. As can be seen in
Figure 5.11, the amide I and II peaks essentially do not change in height with time
without an applied voltage. Immediately upon applying the voltage, the amide I and II
peaks begin to grow indicating the initiation of electrophoretically driven deposition of
BSA.
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Figure 5.11: No deposition followed by the electro-deposition of BSA. For the first 130
minutes no voltage has been applied, followed by the application of 1.1V and
corresponding growth of the amide I and II peaks indicating deposition.
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5.4.4 Removal of BSA deposited through electrophoresis
BSA electrophoretically deposited on the Ge ATR plate surface was successfully
removed through a change in the voltage polarity. In an effort to show the possible
renewal of the sensing element surface, the polarity of the applied voltage was reversed.
The same quantity and concentration of BSA in tap water was placed in the ATR trough
with both electrodes in place. A voltage of 1.1 volts was then applied with the ITO acting
as the cathode and the Ge ATR plate as the anode. For two hours spectra were recorded
with a 1.1 volt applied voltage, after which the polarity of the voltage was reversed. The
ITO was now acting as the anode and the Ge plate as the cathode in the hopes of
removing the negatively charged BSA molecules from the surface of the germanium plate
and electrophoretically driving them to the now positively charged ITO plate. As seen in
Figure 5.12 the amide I and II peaks again grow with an applied voltage indicating the
successful deposition of BSA on the Ge anode. Immediately upon reversing the voltage
polarity the amide I and II peaks begins to decrease in height, confirming that the BSA
can be removed from the Ge surface.
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Figure 5.12: Electro-deposition and then removal of BSA from the Ge ATR plate surface.
1.1V is applied for 120min followed by reversal of the voltage polarity.
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5.4.5 Electro-deposition of the virus MS2
Initial electro-deposition experiments using the MS2 virus have also been
completed. MS2 is a single-stranded RNA bacteriophage that infects Escherichia coli.
More generally, a bacteriophage is a virus that infects bacteria. A high concentration of
10^9 pfu MS2 per milliliter of tap water was used in the experiment. Approximately 1.8
milliliters of solution were placed in the ATR trough plate, with the Ge ATR crystal
acting as the anode and the ITO plate the cathode. A voltage of 1.1 volts was applied and
infrared spectra were recorded for 5 hours and 20 minutes. As mentioned in section 5.3.2,
the amide I and II protein peaks, as well as the phospholipid and carbohydrate peaks
located at approximately 1151 and 1210cm-1 will be examined as an indication of virus
deposition. As can be seen in Figure 5.13, the height of the carbohydrate peak at
1151cm-1 generally increases with time indicating the electro-deposition of MS2 on the
germanium surface. A very similar increase was also seen for the phospholipid peak at
approximately 1210cm-1. The magnitude of these peak heights is much smaller than those
of the BSA amide I and II peak heights, but a trend is clearly visible. Figure 5.14 shows
amide I and II peak heights as a function of deposition time. Unlike the phospholipid and
carbohydrate peak heights shown in Figure 5.13, and the amide I and II peak heights
shown for the protein BSA in Figure 5.10, consistent amide I and II peak height growth is
not seen during the deposition of the virus MS2. The origin of this behavior is not clear at
present but could be associated with denaturation of the molecule during electrodeposition or water interference in that spectral region.
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Figure 5.13: Results of the electro-deposition of 10^9 pfu MS2 per ml tap water, with an
applied voltage of 1.1V, showing plots of phospholipid and carbohydrate peak heights
with deposition time.
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Figure 5.14: Results of the electro-deposition of 10^9 pfu MS2 per ml tap water, with an
applied voltage of 1.1V, showing plots of amide I and II peak heights with deposition
time.
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5.4.6 Comparison of the BSA and MS2 spectra
Differences are evident when comparing the infrared spectra of MS2 and BSA,
demonstrating the unique nature of each molecule’s spectrum. As can be seen in Figure
5.15, between 12 and 200 minutes the 1210 and 1150 wavenumber peaks do not develop
in the BSA spectra. However, the growth in the amide I and II peak heights, at
approximately 1650 and 1550 wavenumbers, with time is considerable. In contrast, the
phospholipid and carbohydrate peaks are considerable in the MS2 spectrum after only 10
minutes under an applied voltage. This, coupled with many other slight or severe
differences in the infrared spectra, makes one electrophoretically deposited species
discernable and identifiable from another.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of (a) an MS2 spectrum recorded after 100 minutes of a 1.1 volt
applied voltage, with (b) a BSA spectrum recorded after 12 minutes. Distinct differences
are visible between the spectra.
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5.5 Electro-deposition experiment results: Ge-Te-I ATR plate
5.5.1 Ge20Te73I7 ATR plate
Of the Ge-Te-I glasses previously synthesized, the composition Ge20Te73I7 was
found to have the highest ΔT and conductivity values, as shown in Table 4.1 and Figure
4.16, as well as an exceptional transparency in the infrared. This glass composition
therefore became a good candidate to replace crystalline germanium in the simultaneous
use as a waveguide and sensor for FTIR/ATR spectroscopy, and as an electrode for
electro-deposition. With the previously determined electrical conductivity on the order of
10-3 to 10-4 Ω-1cm-1, the Ge20Te73I7 glass could combine the excellent infrared
transparency and useful conductivity provided by the Ge ATR crystal while also having
the unique shaping and forming ability of a glass. In the future an electro-deposition
experiment utilizing a fiber as opposed to a trapezoid sensing element is desired, making
the shaping and forming ability of the material critically important.
5.5.1.1 ATR plate specifications
A 9.2mm x 3.9mm x 78.9mm Ge20Te73I7 trapezoid with ends polished to an angle
of 45 degrees was successfully produced. Difficulty was encountered in attempting to
obtain a rod of the glass at least 80mm in length. With fifty grams of elements in the
10mm inner diameter silica tube, the length of the sealed tube was quite long. Despite
placing the rocking furnace in a vertical position for one hour before quenching, a great
deal of glass still lined the inner surface of the silica tube. Between this loss of glass and
the meniscus present in the top of the rod it was difficult to obtain a long enough rod of
glass. Therefore, the sample was quenched, without annealing, after the first time in the
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rocking furnace. All material lining the interior surface of the silica tube was then melted
down and the tube was resealed at a lower point. The now shorter silica tube still
containing the elements was placed back in the rocking furnace, quenched, and this time
annealed. With this procedure, three Ge20Te73I7 glass rods of adequate length were
obtained. The first rod was successfully polished into a trapezoid with a good
transmission. However, upon being placed in the plastic ATR trough plate with the back
piece screwed in, the trapezoid was broken. Despite the specifications of the purchased
Ge ATR trapezoid stating a thickness of 4mm, the actual thickness is 3.92mm. The first
trapezoid had a thickness of 4.02mm, which was obviously too thick for the plastic
trough plate. The second Ge20Te73I7 trapezoid was thereafter polished down to a
thickness of 3.9mm and can be seen in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: 9.2mm x 3.9mm x 78.9mm Ge20Te73I7 ATR trapezoid with ends polished to
an angle of 45 degrees.
5.5.1.2 ATR plate transmission window
In order to test the transparency range of the trapezoid, ATR spectra were taken
with increasing amounts of DI water on the trapezoid surface. As seen in Figure 5.17,
detection is possible between 4000 and 500 cm-1 (2.5 to 20 microns), which nicely
corresponds to the fundamental vibrational modes (fingerprint region) of most organic
and biologically relevant molecules present between 2 and 16 microns. There is a
significant absorption band at approximately 750cm-1, or 13.3 microns. This is attributed
to oxide contamination in the glass, likely from Ge-O or Te-O.
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Figure 5.17: ATR spectra of increasing amounts of DI water placed on the surface of the
Ge20Te73I7 trapezoid. A spectrum of a human lung cells is superimposed in order to
emphasize the correspondence between the optical window and the vibrational signature
of interest for biological species. Detection is possible between 4000 and 500 cm-1 (2.5
to 20 microns).
5.5.2 Electro-deposition experimental attempts
The Ge20Te73I7 trapezoid ATR plate pictured above was used simultaneously as
the waveguide and sensing element for FTIR/ATR spectroscopy, and as an electrode in
the afore mentioned electro-deposition experiment. BSA was used in the first electrodeposition test of the Ge20Te73I7 plate because of its ease of use and proven detectability
in this experiment. For the first ten minutes of the experiment, no voltage was applied to
the system in order to evaluate the signal obtained without an applied voltage and to
make sure that settling of the protein on the Ge20Te73I7 plate surface was not the source of
an increasing protein signal. As can be seen in Figure 5.18 no deposition of BSA appears
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to have occurred in the experiment as there is no apparent growth of the amide I and II
peaks with applied voltage. The increasing peak at approximately 1650 cm-1 is attributed
to water. It is important to note that water features, as seen in Figure 5.17, are present in
the same region as the amide peaks of interest. Moreover, there was no distinct increase
in the amide I and II peak heights when the voltage was applied to the system as
compared to when no voltage was applied at all. The same results were obtained
thereafter for two other experiments utilizing the Ge-Te-I ATR plate.
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Figure 5.18: Spectra taken during electro-deposition of BSA experiment using the Ge-TeI ATR plate. No BSA deposition appeared to occur.
5.6 Future work
Future work is required in order to produce a glass ATR plate with the same
excellent optical and rheological properties as Ge-Te-I, but with a more consistent and
potentially higher conductivity. Initial work on the photo-dissolution of silver in Ge-Te-I
glass has been started in the hopes of increasing the conductivity of the glass (Figure
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5.19), and new glass compositions have also been investigated. The proven electrodeposition concept is very interesting and contains a great deal of potential (Kolobov &
Elliott, 1991), (Fernandez-Pena, et al., 1996), (Goldschmidt & Rudman, 1976). However,
the next step is to find a glass with a conductivity value and optical properties close to
that of Germanium, but also with rheological properties that permit molding and fibering.
The composition Ge20Te73I7 has come close, but is not sufficient in terms of the required
conductivity. Therefore, although this glass is nicely suited for bio-sensing applications
due to its excellent transmission window and molding and fibering abilities, it is not
useful in electro-deposition experiments.

Figure 5.19: Spectra of a Ge20Te72I8 disk coated with a 30nm layer of silver before and
after irradiation with a 2 micron laser for 30 minutes. An increase in transmittance is
observed indicating successful photo-dissolution of the silver into the glass.
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5.6.1 Ge-As-Te Glasses
Since the completion of work on Ge-Te-I glass, the concept of electro-deposition
was applied to a new composition of glass developed in our laboratory. The Ge-As-Te
family of glasses was shown to display good transparency and high conductivity suitable
for the electro-deposition experiments. The composition Ge10As15Te75 was found to have
an excellent transmission window extending from 3-20μm, a ∆T = 110℃, and a

conductivity value of 7.8x10-5 Ω-1cm-1. Although this Ge-As-Te ∆T value is lower than
that of the best found Ge-Te-I glass, there is still the potential for fibering this glass as the

best determined Ga-Ge-Te glass, with a ∆T value of 113°C, was successfully fibered
(Sylvain, Houizot, Boussard-Pledel, Zhang, Smektala, & Lucas, 2006).

A Ge10As15Te75 ATR trapezoid was synthesized for use in the electro-deposition
experiment. The Ge-As-Te ATR trapezoid plate has dimensions of 10mm x 3.85mm x
78mm, with ends polished to an angle of 45°. The same experimental parameters
described in section 5.3 were used in the electro-deposition experiments with the
Ge10As15Te75 ATR plate. However, instead of 1.1V a greater applied voltage was
required. Figure 5.20 shows the successful electro-deposition of BSA using the Ge-As-Te
ATR electrode with an applied voltage of 2.0V. A clear increase in amide I and II peak
heights is observed after only 1 minute and throughout the experiment, up until
approximately 30 minutes where the peak height growth begins to level off. This leveling
is more apparent in Figure 5.21, which shows the amide II peak height results for two
experiments completed using 1.6V and 2.0V respectively. As apparent in the leveling of
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the amide II peak height with deposition time, saturation appears to occur more quickly
with a greater applied voltage.

Figure 5.20: Spectra taken during an electro-deposition of BSA experiment using the GeAs-Te ATR plate and 10mg of BSA per ml tap water. Spectra were taken after 0, 1, 3, 5,
7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 minutes of a 2.0V applied voltage (image provided by Dr.
Zhiyong Yang).
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Figure 5.21: Increasing amide II peak height measurements obtained from two electrodeposition of BSA experiments using the Ge-As-Te ATR plate and an applied voltage of
either 1.6V or 2.0V (image provided by Dr. Zhiyong Yang).
5.7 Discussion
A new approach to virus detection in an aqueous environment has been developed
using the electrophoretic deposition of protein and viruses on a charged surface for in situ
infrared characterization and identification. In this study, a potential was applied across a
germanium ATR crystal and an indium tin oxide plate (ITO); the electrodes in the
electro-deposition setup. Sample aqueous solutions were placed between the germanium
and the ITO with different concentrations of the protein bovine serum albumin (BSA)
and the virus MS2, in tap water. The charged protein and virus were then driven to the
surface of the countercharged germanium ATR plate, once a potential was applied to the
system. FTIR/ATR was used before and throughout electro-deposition to enable the in
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situ observation of the deposition with time. This study has permitted the successful
deposition of BSA, and MS2 with an applied voltage of only 1.1V (Figure 5.10, Figure
5.13). Furthermore, based on the analysis of the ATR spectra, distinct spectral features
were identified for the protein and virus showing the potential for identification and
characterization of biological molecules in an aqueous environment (Figure 5.15).
The successful deposition and removal of the protein BSA were demonstrated.
Figure 5.12 clearly shows the removal of BSA from the Ge ATR plate surface upon a
reversal of the applied voltage polarity. However, complete removal of the
electrophoretically deposited protein was not realized. Approximately 50% of the BSA
deposited on the Ge ATR surface was removed, as indicated by a decrease in the amide I
and II protein peak heights (Figure 5.14). A potential explanation for the protein
remaining on the Ge ATR surface lies in the well known adsorption of proteins on
surfaces (Goldberg & Chaffotte, 2005), (Hlady, Buijs, & Jennissen, 1999), (Wei,
Kaewtathip, & Shing, 2009). It has been found that at protein concentrations between 35mg/ml solution, the spectral contribution of an adsorbed protein can be as significant as
that of the protein remaining in solution within the evanescent field (Goldberg &
Chaffotte, 2005). Furthermore, a portion of the protein can be “irreversibly” adsorbed
onto a surface, with variation in quantity based partly on the surface material (Taylor,
Troy, & Sharma, 1994). Adsorption to a surface was also found to be enhanced with an
increase in the charge of the surface (Mattson & Smith, 1973). Therefore, it is possible
that complete removal of BSA is not possible due to the “irreversible” adsorption of a
portion of the protein on the Ge ATR surface. Perhaps with an increase in reverse polarity
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voltage a greater percentage of the protein could be removed, more effectively
replenishing the electrode surface.
It has been shown that through the use of electrophoretic movement both the
protein BSA and the virus MS2 can be driven to the surface of a Ge ATR plate for real
time analysis. A clear increase in amide I and II peak heights was observed for BSA with
deposition time. Moreover, there was no presence of phospholipid or carbohydrate peaks
in the BSA spectrum as anticipated and shown in Figure 5.15. An expected presence and
increase in the height of phospholipid and carbohydrate peaks were observed for MS2
(Figure 5.13). Growth was also seen in the height of the amide I and II peaks for the first
100 minutes of MS2 deposition, as shown in Figure 5.14. However, after 100 minutes a
sharp decrease is seen in the height of both protein peaks. The decline in protein peak
height is likely due to an unfolding of proteins within the viral capsid (Vargas, Wilhelm,
Williams, Riley, Reynolds, & Lucas, 2009). The phospholipid and carbohydrate peaks
show no such abrupt decline in peak height throughout the course of the more than five
hour experiment indicating only a partial degradation of the bacteriophage.
The electro-deposition of BSA onto a Ge-Te-I ATR plate was not realized in this
work. Initially, confidence was held in the relatively high conductivity value discovered
for the composition Ge20Te73I7, as discussed in section 4.4.6. However, upon the
unsuccessful completion of the Ge-Te-I electro-deposition experiments, further analysis
of Ge-Te-I conductivity was performed. The study of conductivity based on sample
location in a Ge-Te-I glass rod was executed after the completion of electro-deposition
experiments as the glass samples were brought back from Rennes for analysis in Tucson.
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As shown in Figure 4.18 the results are quite interesting and provide a plausible reason as
to why electro-deposition did not occur. Due to the disparity in conductivity values found
throughout the length of a glass rod, by up to more than an order of magnitude, it is
subsequently inferred that the same variation was present in the Ge20Te73I7 rod used to
create the ATR plate. With such an inconsistent and diminished conductivity at the ends
of the rod, and potentially throughout, it is likely that the conductivity value was not
sufficient for electro-deposition to occur. However, as shown in section 5.6.1 the
measured conductivity alone does not determine the usefulness of a glass in these electrodeposition experiments. A Ge-As-Te glass, specifically Ge10As15Te75, was successfully
used as an electrode and sensing element in the electro-deposition of BSA, with a
conductivity of only 8x10-5 Ω-1cm-1. It appears that although a reasonable conductivity is
required, a uniform conductivity throughout the glass ATR element is essential for
successful use in the electro-deposition experiments.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
Chalcogenide glasses are well suited for biological sensing applications due to
their rheological properties and broad transparency range in the mid-infrared. This broad
transparency range is of particular importance as it corresponds to the region of strong
fundamental vibrational modes of organic and biologically relevant molecules; a
characteristic not held by traditional oxide glasses. More specifically, tellurium based
chalcogenide glasses exhibit promising characteristics for use in space and bio-sensing
applications due to a transmission window that extends even further into the IR.
Compositions such as Te2As3Se5 have optimal rheological and excellent optical
properties for use in a wide range of IR sensing applications. However, through the
investigation of new tellurium based chalcogenide glass compositions these already
significant optical properties can be augmented; opening up an even larger number of IR
applications, such as the detection of CO2, requiring an extended transparency in the IR.
In the present work it has been shown that:
1. The commonly used Te2As3Se5 (TAS) glass does not pose a toxic threat to
biological molecules after removal of a surface oxide layer,
2. The chalcogenide glass composition Ge20Te73I7 has excellent properties
nicely suited for biological and space sensing applications requiring an
extended IR transparency and advanced optical components,
3. Tellurium based glasses with conductive properties show great promise
for use in a novel approach to the detection of viruses in an aqueous
environment.
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Several IR transparent glass compositions suitable for use in bio-sensing
applications, such as TAS, are often stabilized using arsenic. However, the toxicity of
arsenic in and stability of these glasses for use in bio-sensing environments has not been
well documented. Therefore, these parameters were investigated on Te2As3Se5 glass
fibers. It was found that with long term storage in air an oxide layer, on the order of a few
nanometers in thickness, forms on the surface of TAS glass. This mixed selenium, arsenic
and tellurium oxide layer does not affect the transmission properties of the glass, as
determined through attenuation measurements over the course of three months of storage
in air. However, old, oxidized TAS fibers were found to pose a significant toxic threat to
cells in an aqueous environment. Dissolution of the surface oxide layer in an aqueous
environment resulted in the leaching of toxins, more specifically arsenic, into the
surrounding media. Despite the toxicity of this oxide layer to cells, it was found that the
layer is easily removed with washing. After washing for only two hours a majority of this
oxide layer is removed, and after 24 hours the old TAS fibers no longer pose a significant
toxic threat to cells. New fibers, free of a surface oxide layer, showed no measurable
toxicity to cells and were found to be stable in solution for up to a few days; ample time
for many bio-sensing applications in an aqueous environment. Therefore, new and
washed TAS fibers were determined to be excellent materials for use in aqueous biosensing applications.
Next, exploration of the Ge-Te-I ternary system was conducted in the search for a
glass with molding and fibering potential for use in space and biological sensing
applications. The composition Ge20Te73I7 was found to have an excellent transmission
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window extending from 2-20μm, enabling the spectroscopic investigation of biologically
relevant molecules, a ∆T value of 124°C, and a maximum conductivity on the order of

10-3 to 10-4 Ω-1cm-1. Therefore, this glass has a ∆T value greater than that of the best

found Ga-Ge-Te glass with a ∆T=113°C, while maintaining an excellent transmission
window that nicely encompasses the fingerprint region of biological molecules, from 216 microns. A Ge20Te73I7 disk was successfully molded with a preservation of its
transmission window, and both a purified and non-purified Ge20Te73I7 rod were fibered.
Therefore, the glass composition Ge20Te73I7 was found to hold great potential for use in
space and bio-sensing applications requiring an extended transmission window in the
infrared. Furthermore, the determined fibering and easy shaping abilities of this glass
open the door to the manufacturing of diverse and sophisticated sensing optics.
Finally, the feasibility of a real time, in situ sensing device utilizing the electrodeposition and spectroscopic detection of proteins and viruses in an aqueous environment
was shown. This technique requires an optical component that can act as a waveguide
and sensor in FTIR/ATR spectroscopy, and as an electrode in electro-deposition. As
proof of this concept, a germanium ATR crystal was utilized as the optical element due to
its commercial availability, IR transparency, and notable conductivity. Both the protein
BSA and the virus MS2 were successfully deposited on the germanium ATR crystal, as
observed by an increase in the height of certain spectral features. It was also shown that
without an applied voltage no deposition of BSA occurred, confirming that the applied
voltage is driving the protein to the germanium surface. Furthermore, upon reversal of the
voltage polarity BSA was removed from the germanium surface as evident by a decrease
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in height of the amide I and II peaks. It was also shown that the spectra of BSA and MS2
can be differentiated, a necessity in the identification of various biological molecules in
an aqueous sample. These results are very promising to the goal of creating a rapid,
renewable, and reliable method for detecting and identifying viruses in an aqueous
environment.
A glass fiber optical element is ultimately desired to make this electro-deposition
technique portable and more applicable in the field. With a reasonable conductivity,
excellent transmission window, and good fibering ability, the Ge20Te73I7 glass was a
leading candidate for this technique. Therefore, a Ge20Te73I7 ATR trapezoid plate was
synthesized to replace the Ge optical element in the electro-deposition experiments.
Electro-deposition experiments utilizing the Ge20Te73I7 ATR plate were unfortunately
unsuccessful despite a conductivity value on the order of 10-3 to 10-4 Ω-1cm-1. A
supplementary investigation revealed that this conductivity value could vary by over an
order of magnitude throughout the length of a Ge20Te73I7 glass rod. Another family of
glasses in the Ge-As-Te system has thus been studied since the completion of research
toward this dissertation. The composition Ge10As15Te75 was found to have the desired
properties, along with a uniform conductivity equivalent to 8x10-5 Ω-1cm-1. The
Ge10As15Te75 glass was successfully utilized in the electro-deposition experiment,
drawing the reality of a portable, real time device for use in the sensing of viruses in
aqueous water sources a little closer.
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